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Introduction: Best of Frenemies

Courtney Radsch
Michael Karanicolas

After decades of shrinking revenues, and an increasing expectation among consumers that the news should be free, the global news media industry has reached a crisis point. The importance of the press to maintaining democracy means that, as the financial models which underlie the news media industry have come under increasing strain, both emerging and established democracies have seen a steady erosion of trust in institutions of knowledge and governance. Evidence of the problem can be seen in the proliferation of misinformation and conspiracy theories, which blur the line between fantasy and reality, from politics to public health. As the electorate loses faith in our political and governance structures, extremism and political violence become normalized. Even worse, as structures of public accountability degrade, autocrats and would-be autocrats have grown skilled at manipulating the online discourse to suit their pursuit of power.

While there is no single cause underlying journalism’s long-term decline, much of the blame points to shifting markets for information, and the increasing reliance of news outlets on online platforms to disseminate their product and to generate revenue. As the major platforms have grown to dominate our political and information ecosystem, the already tenuous funding models underlying news media have been stretched to a breaking point. The leading platforms not only claim a sizable share of both the publishing and advertising infrastructure, but also possess a formidable grip on audience access, content moderation, and data, allowing them to set the terms of their engagement with the news media industry, and to claim the lion’s share of revenue generated from news content. The demands of following a platform-specific logic for how news is generated and distributed has added technical complexity and instability to news media operations. Content moderation systems are opaque in their rule-making and enforcement, and this in turn governs visibility, monetization, and outreach of the content published by journalistic organizations. In this environment, journalists must remain vigilant not only of the legal and ethical standards underlying their work, but also the community standards and engagement metrics that determine their audience and viability. When virality governs the news industry, the public interest suffers.

In less developed countries, or those with poor press freedom records, the situation is often even more dire. Although platforms can be a lifeline for media outlets in places where the airwaves are restricted, government intervention is prevalent, and journalistic independence is limited, news outlets have an even more difficult path pursuing sustainability and predictability in their engagement with platforms. This is due to the latter’s overwhelming focus on their English-language, and specifically American, operations. The experience of Ukraine’s largest independent media outlet, Ukrainska Pravda (UP), illustrates this challenge perfectly. The outlet’s 100 million monthly page views soared 900% in the first month of Russia’s attack on Ukraine, a global news event. However, erroneous content moderation decisions by the platforms meant that native ads on its website dropped to nearly zero over the same time period, while programmatic revenue dropped 90%.1

---

1 Marwa Fatafta, Facebook is Bad at Moderating in English. In Arabic, It’s a Disaster, Rest Of World (Nov. 18, 2021), www.restofworld.org/2021/facebook-is-bad-at-moderating-in-english-in-arabic-its-a-disaster.
As democracies around the world have watched this problem unfold, and experienced the ancillary impacts of journalism's decline, they have begun to implement a range of solutions aimed at supporting long term sustainability for news media. Among the most high profile interventions have been the European Union's 2021 Digital Copyright Directive and Australia's 2021 News Media and Digital Platforms Mandatory Bargaining Code, but similar initiatives have been pursued in many other countries, from Indonesia to India to Canada. In the United States, there have been a number of legislative proposals aimed at tackling the problem, most notably the Journalism Competition and Preservation Act.

These initiatives have faced a range of challenges and criticisms. In Australia, Facebook infamously shut down news in the country for four days in response to the new Code, though they reversed course on this after public outcry, and early results from that country appear promising.1 Subsidy or tax credit schemes create challenges related to determining who is or is not worthy of support, or the even more fraught question or who even qualifies as a "journalist". There are concerns that whoever controls these levers of funding, whether it is a government or a company, may abuse this power to punish disfavored perspectives or to silence critical reporting. But if the threshold for qualifying is too low, it could result in channeling resources to the worst purveyors of misinformation and hate, further degrading the political discourse. Some journalists have also raised concerns that these programs, even if administered fairly, could further erode public confidence in their reporting, by creating a perception that they are beholden to their government or Big Tech paymasters.2

There is also a tension between calls to harness the resources of major platforms to support journalism and ongoing antitrust and competition inquiries that view the platforms’ market power as the heart of the problem.3 There are concerns that a licensing model that ties the future of journalism to the profitability of Big Tech will make it more difficult to break the companies up and further entrench the surveillance-heavy business model they are built around.4

Every proposed solution involves trade-offs and challenges. However, given the foundational importance of the press to a functioning democracy, and the existential crisis facing newsrooms around the world, inaction is not an option.

This publication considers the range of policy changes that have been tried or recommended by global regulators, assessing their impacts on press freedom and news media sustainability, with consideration for the risk of capture, and other potential tradeoffs of these interventions. It examines four categories of interventions related to taxes and direct subsidies; copyright and licensing; competition and antitrust regulation; and transparency. Each piece discusses the driving concept behind each intervention, its advantages and disadvantages, and the current state of play. Where data asymmetries exist related to these questions, they are noted as areas for further research and potential regulatory attention.

This publication was developed as part of an innovative new experiential learning class at the UCLA School of Law aimed at onboarding students into the tech policy space and developing their critical analytical capabilities by training them to answer emerging policy questions. Developed by the Institute for Technology, Law and Policy at UCLA, this new Information Policy Lab engaged a group of students to work through the implications of proposed interventions on media freedom and sustainability.

Fact-based journalism is essential to populations in conflict and crisis, as well as to public health, development, and accountable governance. The increasing dominance of online platforms over our public sphere has led to an uneasy relationship between news organizations and large tech companies. While the latter have generated new opportunities to connect journalists with audiences, evade censorship, and engage in influential cross-border collaborations, they have also forced journalists to contend with shifting algorithmic priorities, warped incentive structures in the online economy, and an increasingly complex array of technology policies that shape the environment in which they work and the business models for sustainability. Perhaps most urgently, the platformization of journalism has contributed to a crisis in funding in which quality journalism, particularly locally-focused and investigative journalism, has struggled to figure out how to navigate sustainability in the information age.

Public interest news media are rarely viable economically, and it is no different in the platform economy. But platforms have undermined the entire market for fact-based, reliable information that is at the core of journalism as a public good that is fundamental to well-functioning democracies. Rebalancing market dynamics and seeking to address information asymmetries is critical to not only ensuring the future viability of the news media industry, but the future of democracy.

---

3 Cory Doctorow, Newspapers vs Big Tech: Antitrust Tackles the Problems That Copyright Just Can’t Fix, ELECTRONIC FRONTIER FOUNDATION (Dec. 9, 2021), www.eff.org/deeplinks/2021/12/newspapers-vs-big-tech-antitrust-tackles-problems-copyright-just-can’t-fix.
Executive Summary: Platform Transparency for News Sustainability

Recent efforts to address news media sustainability have included a significant focus on transparency for digital platforms. Those efforts focus on transparency for 1) digital advertising; 2) content moderation algorithms; and 3) journalism funding.

Recommendations

1. Require transparency for platforms’ digital advertising, including auctions, pricing, and performance. This should include disclosure of data about which parties are buying and selling ad inventory, and for what prices. Advertisers and publishers should be able to make direct advertising agreements, rather than needing to go through intermediaries. These requirements should also facilitate third party verification of the metrics used to judge performance of ads.

2. Require transparency about platforms’ algorithms. This should include information about how platforms prioritize content, and when platforms plan to make changes to their algorithms. Allowing news publishers to know how platforms prioritize content will improve publishers’ ability to monetize their content, as well as allow for broader public oversight over their operations.

3. Require transparency about platforms’ funding of journalism. This should include information about the policies platforms use to decide who to fund; it should also include information on who platforms fund and for how much.

4. Include third-party verification in any transparency regulation. A common problem with current systems is an inability to verify what platforms say. Independent third-party verification renders transparency meaningful, by enhancing trust in the platforms’ disclosures.

Considerations

1. Mandatory transparency frameworks may be less suited to countries where democratic norms and institutions are weaker. In countries where democratic norms and institutions are weaker, transparency mandates can serve as a potential pressure point, and as a result should be approached with caution. States which do impose transparency mandates should consider their potential global utility, and facilitate access as broadly as possible, including for material of relevance to stakeholders in other parts of the world.

Executive Summary: Copyright, Licensing and Collective Bargaining Approaches towards News Sustainability

Recent laws in several countries seek to give publishers more power in their negotiations with digital platforms, using one of three approaches: 1) using copyright law to enhance publishers’ ability to monetize their news content; 2) regulating the negotiation process between platforms and publishers; and 3) allowing publishers to collectively bargain in these negotiations.

Recommendations

1. Interventions which extend copyright protections for news can only be effective if implemented alongside parallel regulatory measures which target broader structural imbalances in the news media ecosystem. For instance, France needed to couple antitrust enforcement with its new ancillary rights law. Without protection in negotiations, the new ancillary rights did little to help news publishers.

2. Reforms which target licensing should include an arm’s length collection agency and a central database of ownership information. The music industry in the United States relied on these structures to achieve positive changes through regulation.

Considerations

1. Moves to expand copyright protection for news create difficult tradeoffs with regard to freedom of expression:
   a. Avoid vague language. Imprecision can lead to disparities in how the new rules are enforced. A lack of clarity runs counter to general principles of freedom of expression.
   b. Strengthening copyright protections can lead to automated filtering and content takedowns. Technology companies use various imperfect technologies to prevent copyright infringement; these technologies can silence legitimate fair use expressions. This danger is particularly acute when laws remove intermediary liability protections for violations of new copyrights. This challenge persists in the enforcement of copyright in music, and would be even more acute should similar techniques port over to the news realm.

2. Collective bargaining gives news publishers more power in negotiations with digital platforms. This approach has worked well in the music industry in the United States, but ensuring that the benefits flow appropriately to small and upcoming outlets require that new entrants should be able to be added to deals after the fact.

3. There is a risk collective bargaining groups may accumulate too much power and negotiate deals that are unfair to some news publishers. In music, regulation of collectives was hard to change, even as the market changed drastically, leading to some artists suffering.


**Executive Summary: Subsidy Based Approaches**

Towards News Sustainability

Subsidy based approaches seek to promote news sustainability by providing economic benefits to news publishers, to counter diminished revenues. Strategies in this space include government initiatives, including tax credits and taxes on digital advertising, and platform-led initiatives, which provide funds, services and training to news publishers and journalists.

**Recommendations**

1. Government-led approaches are more suitable for short term economic support for the news industry. On a balance of considerations, journalism is better off being supported by governments than by platforms. While both avenues pose risks to editorial independence, democratic checks and balances are more likely with the government. The lack of data and transparency around platform-led initiatives as well as skewed incentives make these riskier.

2. Digital ad taxes are the most effective measure to support government subsidies. In addition to providing direct payments to news organizations, digital taxes also bring greater consistency to the economic aid news organizations can expect.

3. Deeper, structural issues persist and must be addressed beyond subsidy programs. The initiatives we studied provide much needed support to the news industry, but do not solve underlying structural imbalances created by platforms’ stranglehold on digital advertising. Thus, these measures should be considered in combination with the other approaches explored in this publication.

**Considerations**

1. Deciding eligibility for government subsidies and benefits remains a controversial issue:
   a. Defining terms like ‘journalism’ and deciding qualifying criteria for news organizations is challenging: Statutory schemes must necessarily define the organizations and content they cover. Overly narrow definitions risk excluding smaller or specialized publications and journalists, while overly broad definitions could divert funds to entities disseminating misinformation or other harmful content.
   b. Government influence on decisions around qualification poses a risk of media capture: Attempts to counter concerns of governments picking winners in the news industry and thus influencing journalism have included setting up independent advisory boards or committees. However, concerns about influence in appointment to these committees and potential conflicts of interest for industry appointees persist.

2. The benefits of platform-led initiatives are outweighed by the risk of further consolidation of power in the hands of platforms: While they might ease news publishers’ financial burdens in the short term, these initiatives are likely to make journalism increasingly dependent on platforms, giving tech companies a greater say in editorial policies, ultimately undermining the goal of press independence and sustainability.

---

**Executive Summary: Antitrust-based Responses for News Sustainability**

Antitrust-based solutions to promote news media sustainability seek to address large platforms’ market power, which allows them to claim the lion’s share of digital advertising revenues. Strategies here include: 1) establishing enforceable codes of conduct to support news publishers’ bargaining position; 2) establishing antitrust safe harbors to allow collective bargaining by news media businesses; 3) establishing data-related interoperability obligations for digital platforms; and 4) applying structural remedies, including through breaking platforms’ vertical integration by either separating digital platforms’ core business from their ad businesses or restricting platforms’ operations within the open display ad market.

**Recommendations**

1. In order to be successful, antitrust-based remedies should target the technology platforms that have obtained dominance over advertising markets. In order to minimize unnecessary disruption to the online speech ecosystem, these powers should be wielded as a scalpel, not as a sledgehammer.

2. Antitrust-based remedies should be flexible enough to adapt to new anticompetitive practices that may evolve in the future. The online information economy moves rapidly, requiring an equally nimble approach to enforcement.

3. Antitrust agencies should continue to utilize existing enforcement tools. The existing enforcement powers of antitrust agencies provide the flexibility needed to evaluate anticompetitive conduct on a case-by-case basis and should not be set aside.

**Considerations**

1. Antitrust solutions may be more effective when paired with new data protection laws. The current advantage that platforms enjoy is predicated on their dominance of targeted advertising. If that aspect of the surveillance economy were nullified, the platforms’ structural dominance over the ad market would decline.

2. Antitrust-based solutions have both benefits and drawbacks. Codes of conduct and antitrust safe-harbors may work more rapidly, but they will not solve structural concerns related to big platforms’ market power. Structural approaches are the only responses that tackle the problem at its source. However, by making the digital ad market more competitive, they could help lower the prices for ads, which would ultimately mean less revenue for news outlets.

3. Data-based interoperability solutions may introduce privacy concerns, as it would force platforms to disclose their data. These would need to be carefully considered as part of the legislative process.

4. Antitrust solutions are most effective when combined with complementary interventions. These include schemes to provide public funds to news organizations or impose transparency requirements on online platforms.
Platform Transparency for News Sustainability
Alessia Zornetta
Lin Wang

Introduction
Digital platforms have revolutionized the information ecosystem. Google and Meta currently dominate the digital advertising industry and control access to digital content for many internet users.¹ The relationship between platforms and news publishers is characterized in three main ways. First, platforms collect and process data from their users, which serves as the foundation for the AdTech industry. News publishers’ sale of ad inventory to advertisers is intermediated and administered by platforms through highly sophisticated algorithms. Second, platforms control the access and distribution of content through their recommendation and ranking algorithms. To increase their audience and attract further revenue, platforms need to tweak their content according to algorithmic trends upon platforms’ guidance. Third, major digital platforms run funding programs (both voluntary and mandatory) for news publishers, thus directly contributing to their financial stability. Information asymmetry is a common denominator in all three aspects of the relationship between platforms and publishers. Publishers possess all the knowledge and power, while publishers are doomed to accept and work with whatever platforms are willing to disclose.

In addition to information asymmetry, platforms are also able to exercise an unparalleled degree of power over publishers by benefitting from network effects. Network effects occur when a platform’s value grows exponentially for every user that joins the network. For intermediary platforms, the benefit their business clients derive depends on user participation and vice-versa.² Network effects result in the concentration of users in a handful of platforms. Consequently, publishers striving to reach as many users as possible must concentrate their investments on dominant platforms. The lock-in generated by network effects enables platforms such as Google and Meta to dominate the market and exclude rising competitors, leaving publishers virtually no alternative.³ With a lack of competition, those big platforms are likely to abuse their power since their users have limited choices, and unlikely to disclose information that strengthens the publishers’ relative bargaining position absent a legislative mandate to do so.

Transparency can be an essential tool to tackle information asymmetry and establish fair business transactions among the parties involved.⁴ Providing news publishers with meaningful and reliable information about platforms’ logic, algorithms, and internal decision-making should be a priority among policymakers aiming to curb platforms’ market dominance. The following sections address the issue of opacity in digital platforms as related to three main aspects characterizing the relationship between platforms and news media: advertising, algorithmic, and funding transparency. This chapter aims at identifying suggestions on how to structure transparency requirements in an effective and meaningful way to promote the sustainability of journalism.

I. Digital Advertising
A. Background

“AdTech” refers to the use of automated technologies to buy and place advertising space online. AdTech enables programmatic advertising and microtargeting by advertisers. Advertisers rely on data and algorithms to target specific audiences and automatically place ads on websites, apps, and other platforms.⁵ The most common way to implement programmatic advertising is through real-time bidding (RTB). While the consumer loads a webpage, a real-time auction among advertisers takes place to allocate advertising space within milliseconds.⁶

The AdTech system has three main actors: publishers, advertisers, and intermediaries. Publishers, such as news media organizations, sell the space available on their web pages (ad inventory) to advertisers. Advertisers buy the ad inventory and target specific users at specific moments. Intermediaries, as the name suggests, manage the transaction, and assist publishers and advertisers in optimizing ad placement. Google and Meta are the leading Ad Exchange platforms; they provide and administer the digital marketplace where the buying and selling of advertising takes place.

The operations of AdTech systems are extremely complex and opaque, and differs among platforms. Overall, real-time bidding can be divided into three main parts: the pre-publishing phase, real-time bidding, and monetization.⁷ First, during the pre-publishing phase, advertisers develop ad campaigns and submit this “ad creative data” to the ad exchange platform. In doing so, they specify the details of the targeted audience, the timeframe for running the campaign, the total budget, and the preferred monetization metrics. The real-time bidding phase starts when a user clicks on a webpage. Within milliseconds, a real-time auction for the publisher’s ad space takes place in the Ad Exchange platform. Different advertisers compete for the same space because multiple ads might match the same user at the same time. Ultimately, the system’s algorithm chooses the winning ad and displays the advertisement to the user. Advertisers and publishers do not communicate in this phase and “only have visibility over their contracted part of the supply chain.”⁸ Finally, the monetization phase occurs once a digital ad has been displayed. Advertisers are charged according to the monetization metric (pay-per-click, pay-per-impression, or pay-per-action). The performance measurement takes place via the intermediaries themselves and third parties.⁹ The advertising revenues will then be shared among the publishers and the intermediaries along the ad supply chain.

News media organizations are involved in the AdTech system in two main ways. First, news media organizations, as publishers, sell their ad inventory to potential advertisers and rely on it as a source of revenue. Second, news organizations purchase ad inventory on other publishers’ websites to attract a larger audience.

4 supra note 7; supra note 11.
5 supra note 7; supra note 11.
6 supra note 10.
7 supra note 10.
8 supra note 11.
The operation of the AdTech system is highly complex and multi-layered, which contributes to a lack of transparency. Publishers and advertisers who do not have access to the same technical tools and resources have to rely on the information provided by ad platforms such as Google and Meta without the possibility of verifying such information. Google and Meta benefit from this information asymmetry as it limits publishers and advertisers’ choices among AdTech suppliers without forcing the platforms to compete based on the quality of the service. Additionally, ad platforms benefit from the opacity of the AdTech system when pricing their services.  

When news media publishers sell ad inventory, the lack of pricing and quality assessment data limits their decision-making power. Access to information about the sale process of their ad inventory, including bidding data, impression data, and targeting parameters, is fundamental to making informed decisions about what ad exchange service to use and verifying whether they are being provided with a fair transaction. Incentivizing transparency is essential to reduce information asymmetry and empower publishers and advertisers to make informed decisions, assess service quality, and maximize revenues. Given news media’s dependence on advertising revenue, improving transparency across the AdTech sector is fundamental to promoting journalism’s sustainability.

Transparency across the AdTech sector should concern three key aspects: auctions, pricing, and performance.

I. Auctions

Meta and Google have been intensely criticized for the lack of information about how AdTech auctions run on their ad exchange platforms. According to multiple competition commissions worldwide, Meta and Google dominate the AdTech market, and publishers dissatisfied with their services have no viable alternatives. It is possible to identify a link between the disadvantages suffered by news publishers and the opacity surrounding the ad exchange platforms. For instance, the Australian Competition Commission has found that Google’s Unified Auction enables the company to self-preference and the opacity of the AdTech system when pricing their services.  

To be meaningful, transparency over AdTech auctions should include information about parties to the supply chain, enabling publishers to identify possible advertisers and create direct advertising agreements. Additionally, platforms should provide empirical data regarding traffic and monetization. Lastly, intermediaries should enable data traceability along the supply chain. This would allow publishers and advertisers to follow the money spent and received and to identify hidden fees. Disclosing the necessary information to publishers over the overall auction process would grant publishers the ability to make evidence-based investments and editorial decisions, which could be based on the value obtained from different ad exchange platforms and the fees being retained by platforms.

2. Pricing

There is a concomitant need to improve transparency around the pricing of AdTech services. There are two primary ways in which advertisers and publishers interact with ad platforms. Larger advertisers and publishers usually enter into closed agreements with specific ad tech providers. Smaller ones typically rely on standard form contracts such as those offered by Google Ads. Regardless of publishers’ size, platforms continue to hold the majority (if not the entirety) of the information and thus regulate pricing according to their needs. The lack of transparency over pricing across the supply chain limits publishers’ decision-making about optimizing their ad inventory. It prevents them from comparing ad platforms and identifying the best cost per value.

Opacity also surrounds the fees of so-called “take-out rates” across the AdTech supply chain. Throughout the supply chain, advertisers and publishers are kept separated from one another, thus preventing publishers from knowing how much advertisers were charged and vice-versa. The impact of such opacity on the news industry is remarkable. Publishers lack insight into the efficacy of their ad inventory and, overall, their return on investment.

3. Performance

Lastly, platforms have hindered efforts to perform the performance of display advertising, further impacting publishers. Advertisers use performance assessment services to check whether their ad campaigns are performing as expected. To do so, third-party verification services must access raw data from the ad platforms. However, dominant platforms have continuously blocked access to third-party verification services, thus forcing verification parties to rely on performance information provided by the platforms themselves. Similarly to the issues for pricing, these disclosures cannot be independently verified, which worsens the information asymmetry among advertisers, publishers, and platforms. As a result, publishers are not able to structure their ad inventory in ways more appealing to advertisers, limiting their revenue-generation potential.

B. Legislative Initiatives

To address platforms’ dominance over the digital advertising industry, regulators worldwide have devoted resources to identify possible regulatory or legislative interventions.

1. European Union

The European Union has been the standard-setting regulator across Western jurisdictions when it comes to tackling digital platforms’ power. First, the General Data Protection regulation severely limited the data collection and processing that lay the foundation for the AdTech algorithms used by platforms. Although slow, the European Privacy authorities have gradually started to fine platforms’ illegal data collection practices, which ultimately have the potential to curb platforms’ dominance in the field.

10 Australian Competition and Consumer Comm’n, supra note 10.
11 Id.; Gabby Miller, Everything to Know about Canada’s Online News Act Hearings, Columbia Journalism Review (2022), www.cjr.org/tow_center/online-news-act-hearings.php.  
12 Oxford & Bell, supra note 6.
13 Australian Competition and Consumer Comm’n, supra note 10.
14 Australian Competition and Consumer Comm’n, supra note 10; Competition and Markets Authority, supra note 11.
15 Owen & Bell, supra note 6.
16 Radsch, supra note 9.
Moreover, the EU recently passed two groundbreaking regulations demanding more transparency and curbing anticompetitive practices by large digital platforms (so-called “gatekeepers”). The Digital Services Act (DSA) is a regulation that forces dominant digital platforms to provide a wide range of disclosures to EU authorities and the general public. This includes a transparency framework for digital advertising. First, online platforms must disclose the parameters used for targeting purposes and the entity behind the advertisement. Very large platforms (including Google and Meta) will have to develop a publicly available ad library containing detailed information about all ads displayed on the platform. Although not explicitly addressed to news publishers, this disclosure can significantly impact how publishers can market their ad inventory.

Second, the DSA established that the European Commission would issue a code of conduct for online advertising addressed to both intermediaries and actors involved in the programmatic advertising value chain. The Code should guarantee an effective transmission of information to create a competitive, transparent, and fair environment for online advertising. Although promising, the provision lacks enforcement power. Indeed, codes of conduct are typically soft regulatory tools that parties choose whether to adopt. On the other hand, the flexibility enabled by codes of practice has laid the ground for further action while avoiding legislative deadlocks. In addition to the DSA, the EU also enacted the Digital Markets Act (DMA). It contains a series of provisions incentivizing sustainable competition in the digital space by curbing the dominance of digital platforms and prohibiting anti-competitive practices and unfair business transactions. Large platforms will be forced to disclose specific information to publishers and advertisers regarding pricing and fees, remuneration and deductions, as well as metrics used in the calculation of the former.

2. United States of America

On the other side of the Atlantic, legislative proposals addressing digital advertising differ in content and strength. For instance, the US Social Media Disclosure and Transparency of Advertisements (DATA) Act would demand increased transparency over the criteria used to target specific ads and reinforce independent researcher access to platforms' data. Enabling independent researcher data is a first step towards diminishing the information asymmetry. However, the bill did not pass, and it is unclear if similar future legislation would adequately address problems with researcher access. Another relevant initiative is the US Honest Ads Act proposed in 2020, which aimed at improving transparency requirements for digital ads and regulates the purchase and sale of political advertisements. The Honest Ads Act would require online ad vendors to maintain a public database of all online political advertisements, thus increasing transparency over the target audience, timing, and payment of digital ads. Both initiatives represent significant steps forward but neither offers a complete solution as they fail to tackle the issue of pricing and supply chain opacity.

II. Algorithms

A. Background

The relationship between publishers and digital platforms is heavily influenced by the algorithms through which online content is made visible to users. These algorithms play a fundamental role in the platforms’ business model, but it is equally important to news media. For a platform, the algorithms it constructs allow it to stay on the cutting edge of tech competition and consumer trends. Algorithms are constantly re-adjusted to pursue the platform’s goals, and are fed by the data the platform collects.

On the other hand, algorithms function as boundaries that news media publishers must play within for their content to have exposure to consumers. Reflecting the underlying logic of monetization in the digital era, algorithms determine the traffic allocated to different information on a platform and are uniquely shaped to provide individualized content. As one of the most valuable technologies of digital media today, algorithms have the potential to bring a variety of benefits for news media. For instance, algorithms can make online dissemination more effective, matching relevant news content to targeted users. Greater audiences render ad inventory more attractive to advertisers and draw more advertising revenue. However, the reality is that news media publishers struggle to exploit the full potential of platforms’ algorithms.

Platform giants use algorithms and the data they produce to pursue their business goals. Given the importance of algorithms for digital platforms, the complex algorithmic structure and the data derived from it is a critical area of study for news publishers. For a publisher, the different data algorithms it constructs allow it to stay on the cutting edge of tech competition and consumer trends.
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from it are kept secret. Sometimes, platforms share information about trends and planned algorithmic shifts with content-creating users, including news media organizations. However, when platforms do so, they rely on data collected, processed, and interpreted by platforms themselves, hindering any possibility of independent verification. Publishers are expected to blindly rely on their statements without means of accessing the data to check platforms’ claims. What results is not only an ineffective use of platforms by publishers, but also the weakening of the journalism industry itself. This was especially clear when Facebook declared its “pivot to video” era. At the time, the company shared data with publishers supporting the claim that video-based content was receiving the most attention from users, thus leading advertisers to direct spending towards video. In response, publishers worldwide restructured internal staff, laid off writers and invested in video-making resources. However, soon it became clear that Facebook had misrepresented the performance of video-based content to advertisers, which led to a counter-shift in advertisers’ spending. Many news organizations suffered irreparable damage, including mass layoffs, closures, and plummeting revenues.

Could this devastating blow have been avoided? Arguably, yes, if journalists had access to the underlying data on which Facebook was basing its claims. A critical advantage of pushing platforms to be more transparent is that it allows journalists to avoid unnecessary costs and misguided business decisions. When Facebook claimed, erroneously, that its algorithmic metrics showed that video content “was the future of Facebook and the future of media,” publishers had no choice but to rely on Facebook’s claim. When platforms highlight new “trends” that impact journalism content, journalists should be able to interpret that same data and decide how to proceed for themselves accordingly. By allowing journalists access to the data arising from the different algorithms that platforms use, instances of falsified or misleading statistics, problems like the Facebook “pivot to video” can be avoided. Not only would journalists be able to spot where platform claims are coming from, but they may also be able to spot other areas where their content may better perform within the algorithm. Additionally, independent third parties, such as researchers or other industry leaders, would be able to weigh in on the claims of content trends that platforms make, potentially identifying errors or miscalculations before publisher’s restructure and the future of journalism is dimmed further.  

Another important benefit of encouraging or mandating transparency around a platform’s algorithmic data and use is its social component. In more detail, “[i]f companies have to reveal substantial information about their operations to regulators and the public, they are more likely to conform to public values and expectations.” As it stands, platforms’ configuration of and data from their algorithms are not in the public domain. Thus, like the Facebook example, much of what we know about algorithm performance and outcomes stems from what platforms decide to disclose. Encouraging more transparency would pressure platforms to align algorithms to the social values they prize, and allow them to be held accountable to these values.

Lastly, demanding more transparency about decisions around algorithmic change from platforms is necessary to inform publishers’ editorial decisions. A critical part of a successful business is knowing market demands in order to make a competitive and sought-after product. Publishers invest many resources for digital content to attract new users. For platforms, their business models continue to include journalism, but “[t]hese companies have evolved beyond their role as distribution channels, and now control what audiences see, who gets paid for their attention, and even what format and type of journalism flourishes.” Platforms know the content users want and seek out, yet they withhold information that journalists need in return to make their product competitive and sustainable. Potentially, journalists could exploit the platforms’ data to reach larger audiences, thus attracting advertisers and increasing overall revenues. However, platforms tend to withhold the necessary information to facilitate such use by publishers. When platforms change their prioritization criteria abruptly without disclosing it to publishers, the efforts made by the latter towards making appealing online content might be in vain. For instance, initially, Facebook had promised to prioritize news content in users’ feeds and many publishers invested in digital content creation. However, after the Cambridge Analytica scandal, Facebook shifted towards prioritizing content from users’ friends and family instead, giving publishers...
only a few days’ notice. These changes had a huge impact on publishers in terms of diminishing reach and referral traffic. Without adequate transparency requirements, publishers continue to be left with “little choice but to deal with the changes Facebook makes, given the dependent relationship news media companies have with the social network.”

The benefits of transparency align with supporting the sustainability of the journalism industry. Although news media publishers are unlikely to gain any control or substantive rights of platforms, algorithmic decisions, encouraging more transparency would allow publishers to analyze their own risks better, improve their content performance, and prepare for future algorithmic changes. With increased transparency, news organizations could strengthen their watchdog role to ensure platforms are playing fairly in their role as hosts of news media.

B. Legislative Initiatives

Some legislators are already taking steps toward requiring more transparency for platforms using news media and content.

1. Australia

Australia’s News Media and Digital Platforms Mandatory Bargaining Code requires “Facebook and Google to share algorithmic information with…news organizations.” The reasoning for this is “the massive financial and editorial impacts that major tweaks to platform algorithms or priorities can have on news organizations, including closures and layoffs.” Requiring platforms to share algorithmic changes likely to significantly impact publishers’ referral traffic or ranking are reflective of the need to reduce the information asymmetry among the two.

2. Japan

The Japanese Fair Trade Commission has proposed a series of transparency solutions to support news publishers. First, it mandates platforms “to disclose sufficient information for publishers to prepare for algorithm changes […] whenever possible (and) to establish an effective consultation system.” Additionally, platforms must “disclose necessary information to publishers, such as in the process of calculating the amount paid to publishers.” The proposal stresses the need to rebalance the market powers of platforms and publishers by improving disclosure practices.

3. European Union

In the EU, the Digital Services Act requires platforms to clearly explain the functioning of algorithmic recommendation systems in their terms of service, both towards individual and business users.

This means that publishers will be able to demand access to information about platforms’ algorithms contractually and hold platforms accountable in case their information is misleading.

In Canada, discussions around upcoming platform laws also seem to target algorithmic transparency among its primary goals. Similarly, public consultations in the UK have been pushing for the introduction of regulatory requirements giving publishers “transparency over the algorithms that drive traffic and revenue; more control over the presentation and branding of their content as well as access to data.”

Unsurprisingly, platforms have pushed back against these initiatives. Platforms continue to resist data sharing demands, allowing only a handful of licensed entities or government departments to obtain access to the algorithm source codes. Moreover, platforms have routinely argued that implementing algorithmic transparency is costly, potentially hindering market entry by competitors. Yet, some regulators have already identified solutions to counter platforms’ arguments. For instance, in the EU, the DSA and the DMA impose obligations in a graduated approach. Only very large platforms – who control the digital market and enjoy more significant financial resources – have to comply with the most burdensome transparency requirements. Platforms such as Meta and Google certainly have the means to pursue more transparent algorithmic practices. Furthermore, leaked documents have already shown that platforms possess all the necessary information, making disclosure just a step away. Ultimately, algorithmic transparency will benefit not only publishers and journalists but consumers and users overall, promoting trust in the content being produced and displayed on the platform.

III. Journalism Funding

The last aspect of the relationship between platforms and publishers that demands more transparency concerns platforms’ funding of journalism. Platform giants such as Google and Meta have faced criticism in light of their impact on the information ecosystem. Faced with the threat of regulatory and legislative action, as well as public criticism, platforms have launched various initiatives to support journalism. In particular, both Google and Meta have provided monetary aid to news organizations through the Google News Initiative and the Meta Journalism Project.
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Economic sustainability has been a critical concern across the journalism industry. Producing high-quality journalism is costly, time-consuming, and requires professional news media structures.⁶⁶ As highlighted above, the decline in advertising revenue continues to pressure the news media industry.⁶⁷ For small independent media, the situation has proven particularly challenging, leading to an unprecedented decline of local news and an expansion of news deserts.⁶⁸

According to the companies’ impact reports, funding initiatives have provided an unprecedented amount of financial support to news organizations worldwide, from small independent rural media to big journalism outlets. Support opportunities vary in form and kind, ranging from fellowships to training, direct financial support, and issue-specific opportunities (such as during the Coronavirus pandemic). Google claims that “[t]o date, the Google News Initiative has supported 7000+ news partners in more than 120 countries and territories through more than $300 million in global funding”.⁶⁹ Similarly, in 2018 Meta promised to invest “$300 million over the next three years on news training, direct financial support, and issue-specific opportunities (such as during the Coronavirus pandemic).” Google claims that “[t]o date, the Google News Initiative has supported 7000+ news partners in more than 120 countries and territories through more than $300 million in global funding”.⁶⁹

Since then, a significant source of income for many journalists came from the payment or funding received from platforms in exchange for their work.⁶⁵ Yet dominant platforms have failed to offer considerable insight into their funding decisions. Funding allocation remains an inherently opaque process.⁶⁶

One main issue with the lack of transparency over platforms’ funding of journalism is the inability to verify companies’ statements. This is especially damaging in a period where regulators around the world are considering legislation and other regulatory tools to curb platforms’ market dominance and prevent the societal harms deriving from it.²⁷ Platforms have routinely opposed government intervention, offering self-regulation as a preferred alternative, and using initiatives such as those supporting journalism to support their positions. Nevertheless, regulators lack access to the necessary information to make evidence-based policies.⁶⁸

This lack of transparency can spur media capture.⁶⁹ When the conditions for accessing and retaining funding are opaque, publishers have fewer resources to push back against platforms. Coupled with the economic dependence that many news outlets have on these revenue streams, the lack of transparency might deter journalistic efforts that put the funding at risk. Media capture occurs when journalists refrain from investigating and criticizing certain subjects or stakeholders due to pressure arising from the economic dependence on the same.⁷⁰ For instance, small independent news organizations have already admitted having refrained from engaging in journalistic work that would put platforms’ reputations at risk for fear of losing platforms’ support, which represents their only solution for economic survival.⁷¹ In some instances, outlets have decided to avoid platform funding entirely, to safeguard their ability to report independently on these companies.⁷²

Requiring platforms to share data or business policies on who and what they decide to fund for news journalism is important. This approach benefits the sustainability of journalism in two key ways. First, it can help to reduce the asymmetry of information platforms have over press outlets, and second, it encourages and facilitates collective decision making among journalists doing business with platforms.⁷³

A. Legislative Initiatives

Currently, there are different proposed standards for platforms to share their selection or payment processes for news media. Some regulators have considered regulatory options to force platforms to be more transparent regarding their journalism funding to promote fair commercial agreements.

In Australia, the ongoing revision of the News Media and Digital Platforms Mandatory Bargaining Code stresses the latter need. The Code addresses the bargaining imbalance between Australian news businesses and the digital platforms they do business with by pressuring platforms to compensate the news media organizations.⁷⁴ However, a significant criticism during the first year of enforcement of the Code was that “the lack of transparency about commercial agreements undermine[d] the ability to assess whether the Code has achieved its policy objectives.”⁷⁵

Although the Code was aimed at ensuring platforms negotiated fair deals with publishers, civil society organizations have stressed that the measure benefited major outlets and left journalists most in
need aside.7 Other countries have also been considering similar approaches. In the United Kingdom, the government has committed to developing a new pro-competition regime for digital markets. Its goal is to "promote competition in digital markets for the benefit of consumers," focusing on trust and transparency.29 Indonesia and South Africa have considered plans to pursue similar agendas.30 Canada’s proposed Online News Bill also follows the Australian example and demands increased transparency over commercial agreements between platforms and publishers to promote fairness and competition.31

The Australian case exemplifies the importance of transparency as a tool to empower publishers and to support additional regulatory approaches such as the ones discussed in the previous chapters of this report. Because “there is no public accounting of who’s getting what, news organizations aren’t sure how much they should ask for or expect”.32 Without establishing rules or standards regarding metrics used by platforms in deciding what to pay for news content, regulatory tools such as the Australian News Bargaining Code will fail short of their broader goals.

Overall, enhanced funding transparency strengthens publishers’ bargaining position.33 Mandating more funding transparency enables journalists to compare, combine and coordinate their positions and thus stand in a less asymmetric position. By creating a system within platforms that does not shroud journalists in mystery over what their peers or competitors are being offered, journalists will likely turn to share and request more funding information from one another without fear that sharing that information will mean less business or income for themselves. Moreover, disclosing information about funding agreements and conditions might reduce the likelihood of media capture, thus safeguarding information might be beneficial. On the other hand, in democratic contexts, voluntary transparency practices have been seen as a weak tool for platform accountability, as critics argue that it is used by platforms to prevent regulatory intervention and maintain their current market dominance.34 The EU Code of Practice on Disinformation is example of the tension between these two positions.35 The first version of the Code in 2018 promised to improve transparency over platforms’ actions in the fight against disinformation.36 Nevertheless, signatory platforms could opt to only comply with selected provisions. The first impact assessments of the Code showed that it had serious weaknesses in enforcement and impact. Overall, platforms’ transparency practices were not significantly affected by the Code.37 Voluntary transparency allows companies to shape information, hinder potentially damaging data, and evade disclosure altogether. Especially for news media, voluntary transparency initiatives still present significant limitations towards incentivizing change in platforms’ policies and diminishing information asymmetries.38 In a democratic socio-political context, mandatory transparency can have a meaningful impact if accompanied by sufficient safeguards, including as a supporting tool for other regulatory interventions.

IV. Defining Meaningful Transparency

Transparency relies on disclosure to keep recipients informed and to guide decisions. The benefits of increased transparency are numerous. Nevertheless, a question often arises as to whether transparency should be mandated by law or whether platforms should continue to pursue voluntary transparency initiatives. Transparency can only be impactful if adequately structured. For news media, this means that publishers need to be able not only to receive the information but also to understand, interpret, and independently verify it.39

A. Mandatory or Voluntary Transparency

At present, the debate on how to structure transparency requirements is extremely heated, with some arguing in favor of voluntary transparency initiatives coupled with independent access and others demanding stringent mandatory reporting requirements. Transparency can have both positive and negative externalities, depending on the socio-political system in which it is introduced.

On the one hand, voluntary transparency systems, where platforms disclose information upon their own initiative and allow access to selected entities, have proven beneficial in contexts with weak democratic structures. Such voluntary transparency systems allow platforms to limit interference by authoritarian governments. In socio-political systems characterized by weak freedom of speech, privacy, and civil liberties, allowing platforms to control who has access to platform information might be beneficial. On the other hand, in democratic contexts, voluntary transparency practices have been seen as a weak tool for platform accountability, as critics argue that it is used by platforms to prevent regulatory intervention and maintain their current market dominance.36 The EU Code of Practice on Disinformation is example of the tension between these two positions.35 The first version of the Code in 2018 promised to improve transparency over platforms’ actions in the fight against disinformation.36 Nevertheless, signatory platforms could opt to only comply with selected provisions. The first impact assessments of the Code showed that it had serious weaknesses in enforcement and impact. Overall, platforms’ transparency practices were not significantly affected by the Code.37 Voluntary transparency allows companies to shape information, hinder potentially damaging data, and evade disclosure altogether. Especially for news media, voluntary transparency initiatives still present significant limitations towards incentivizing change in platforms’ policies and diminishing information asymmetries.38 In a democratic socio-political context, mandatory transparency can have a meaningful impact if accompanied by sufficient safeguards, including as a supporting tool for other regulatory interventions.

B. Third-Party Oversight

A common denominator among the three aspects of the relationship between publishers and platforms described above was the inability to verify platforms’ statements. For this reason, mandating access to platforms’ data by independent third parties is a fundamental step towards meaningful transparency. For publishers, transparency requirements should include access to AdTech data, algorithmic content moderation and recommendation data, and journalism funding data. First, accessing AdTech data – i.e., data about parameters set by advertisers during the pre-publishing phase, targeting, matching, and performance – would enable publishers to improve their own ad inventory offering and make data-
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Driven investment decisions. Second, accessing content moderation and recommendation data would allow publishers to tweak their own content according to algorithmic trends and benefit from recommender systems to reach broader audiences. It would also enable publishers to verify companies’ guidance before undertaking restructuring decisions. Third, accessing journalism funding data would empower publishers to cross-compare funding received, highlight funding disparities, and ultimately negotiate fair deals with platforms.

In addition to specific transparency requirements, third-party oversight is necessary to ensure the completeness and accuracy of companies’ disclosures. Such oversight could be entrusted to independent government agencies or industry representative bodies. For instance, in the European Union, the European Board for Digital Services will be tasked with coordinating companies’ compliance with the requirements of the Digital Services Act. In the United States, proposed legislation containing transparency requirements envisions the Federal Trade Commission as the primary independent compliance watchdog. Alternatively, platforms could be required to be subject to independent auditors.

Conclusion

The growing dominance of digital platforms has significantly impacted news media. On the one hand, the ease of access to information enabled by digital platforms has the potential to increase the reach of news organizations to unprecedented levels. Conversely, the opacity characterizing publishers’ interactions with platforms continues to negatively impact news media sustainability. This chapter highlighted three main areas of focus for transparency initiatives to strengthen support for journalism. First, greater transparency is needed in the AdTech system to enable publishers to make informed ad inventory decisions. Second, algorithmic disclosures present an opportunity to guide publishers’ investments, both editorially and economically. Third, more detailed transparency over platforms’ funding initiatives will empower news media to fight for fairer business transactions with platforms.

I. Copyright and Licensing

One of the initial questions policymakers must answer is whether the extant bucket of rights under copyright is adequate, or if it requires expansion in order for news publishers to be able to enter into driven investment decisions. Second, accessing content moderation and recommendation data would allow publishers to tweak their own content according to algorithmic trends and benefit from recommender systems to reach broader audiences. It would also enable publishers to verify companies’ guidance before undertaking restructuring decisions. Third, accessing journalism funding data would empower publishers to cross-compare funding received, highlight funding disparities, and ultimately negotiate fair deals with platforms.
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I. Copyright and Licensing

One of the initial questions policymakers must answer is whether the extant bucket of rights under copyright is adequate, or if it requires expansion in order for news publishers to be able to enter into
fair licensing deals with digital platforms. This section studies the responses of the European Union (EU) and the United States, as jurisdictions that answered this question affirmatively and negatively, respectively.

A. Ancillary Rights – The European Approach

EU member states have been some of the earliest to attempt to address news sustainability in digital markets through new rights within copyright. In 2013, Germany amended its copyright law to provide new ancillary rights (Leistungsschutzrecht) for news publishers, requiring online search engines and news aggregators to pay a licensing fee for use of news publishers’ content, including snippets of news, with an exception for “individual words or very short excerpts.” Although news associations welcomed the amendment, sections of the German public were worried about the detrimental impact this could have on the freedom of online discourse. A number of trade and industry associations issued a joint statement, stating the move would “reduce incentives to develop self-sustaining business models.”

In response, Google, the primary target of the amendment (which was popularly referred to as the “Google Tax”), changed its Google News product to an “opt-in” model, de-indexing all German news publishers by default and requiring them to affirmatively ask to be included. As a result, only publishers who were willing to waive these new licensing fees could reach audiences through Google News, blunting the intended impact of the law. The following year, Spain passed a similar law, and drawing from Germany’s experience, included a provision barring news publishers from waiving their right to license fees. However, this backfired very quickly, with Google delisting Spanish outlets and completely withdrawing Google News from Spain. In a blogpost announcing the decision, Google argued that it made no money from its Google News product, which instead benefitted news publishers by bringing them traffic and increasing their reach, and as such, Google should not have to pay them to display their content.

Despite these suboptimal national experiences with ancillary rights, the European Commission moved forward with proposals for introduction at the EU level, based on the premise that such rulemaking could increase the effectiveness of the ancillary right, as well as provide greater legal clarity. Ultimately, the EU embedded the ancillary right for news publishers in European law through the 2019 Directive on Copyright and Related Rights in the Digital Single Market. Article 15 of the Directive grants “publishers of press publications” in member states two year exclusive rights to (a) authorize reproduction of their press publications, and (b) authorize making available to the public these press publications, for online use by “information society service providers.” These are the same rights granted (for longer terms) by the EU to authors, performers, phonogram producers, film producers and broadcasters with respect to their creations. Article 15 goes on to exempt non-commercial use of press publications by individual users, hyperlinking, and the use of “individual words or very short extracts of text” from press publications.

Article 17 of the Directive also imposes an obligation on online content sharing service providers (a definition that encompasses social media platforms and user generated content platforms) to obtain authorization from rights holders in order to make news content available to the public. They are required to take best efforts to ensure the unavailability of unauthorized content on their services, and must follow a notice and takedown regime for removal of infringing content uploaded by users. If they fail to observe these obligations, service providers risk being held liable for user-uploaded content.

The passage of the Directive has remained controversial, with some European scholars of intellectual property rejecting an ancillary rights approach. While ancillary rights in other areas of copyright, such as music and literary publication, have been premised on the investment required to create sound recordings or publish literature, the definition of press publications within the Directive has been criticized as being overbroad, with no underlying de minimis threshold for investment. Moreover, the scope and extent of ancillary rights remains unclear due to the vague language of the Directive. For instance, the scope of exemptions remains cloudy, with no additional guidance on how to interpret “very short extracts,” leaving this for member states to decide in their respective national transpositions of the Directive. While some margin of appreciation can be necessary in Directives that are meant to apply across the EU’s 27 member states, in dealing with potential restrictions on speech uncertainty is generally understood to be problematic. Differing interpretations could lead to wide disparities in how the Directive is enforced in different member states, with an overly strict interpretation leading to overbroad gatekeeping of facts and news, to the detriment of online discourse. Further, variance in interpretation across member states leads to fragmentation of the EU copyright system, going squarely against the Union’s stated aim of harmonizing European copyright law.

Meanwhile, Article 17 has come under fire from member states and activists alike, criticized as interfering with online freedom of speech by encouraging automated filtering of content, and incentivizing user-generated content sharing service providers to avoid paying fees under new copyright rules.
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generated content platforms to be overzealous in removing content in order to avoid liability. Poland even sought to annul Article 17, arguing that it infringes freedom of expression and information."^{25} The Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) rejected the challenge, finding that Article 17 contained adequate safeguards to balance freedom of expression and information on one hand and intellectual property rights on the other."^{18} The Advocate General of the EU issued an opinion warning platforms that blocking of lawful speech is not permitted, and content hosting services should not be put in a position to judge online legality of complex copyright issues."^{20} Despite these clarifications, digital rights groups remain concerned that in practice, Article 17 will lead to more upload filters and other technological means of avoiding liability that are not advanced enough to make nuanced distinctions between infringing and lawful content."^{26}

As the first member state to transpose the Directive into national law, France offers instructive insights into the law in practice. Following transposition, Google decided to unilaterally withdraw snippets from Google News in France, instead displaying only headlines and URLs. The French antitrust authority found this to be unfair conduct, and potentially an abuse of market power, and issued an order in April 2020 giving Google three months to negotiate licenses with French publishers "in good faith."^{27} In July 2021, the authority found Google in violation of this obligation to negotiate "in good faith," following complaints from publishers about Google's unfair negotiation tactics, such as focusing on its News Showcase product, attempting to exclude revenues from advertising on search results, and failing to share data related to Google's revenues in France."^{28} The authority imposed a 500 million Euro fine and ordered Google back to the negotiating table."^{29} Google appealed the fine, seeking to settle with the authority by offering legally binding commitments to negotiate with publishers. Ultimately, these commitments were accepted by the French antitrust authority in June 2021, and Google withdrawn its appeal against the fine."^{30}

France's experience with the Directive suggests that merely granting new rights to news publishers may prove ineffective without additional interventions that go beyond copyright – in this case strict antitrust enforcement. This requires governments and their agencies to be intentional (and often aggressive) about licensing negotiations, stepping in to address news publishers' lack of bargaining power relative to powerful platforms, and compelling platforms to negotiate in good faith. However, it remains uncertain whether all member states share the political will of the French government to supervise and direct negotiations. It is worth noting that despite the deadline for national transposition being 7 June 2021, 13 out of 27 countries had not fully transposed the Directive into national law as of 19 May 2022."^{26} Thus, the effectiveness of additional ancillary rights remains dubious, without additional measures in areas such as antitrust and guidance for licensing processes to supplement them.

In sum, the European approach to ancillary rights offers two important lessons:
1. Merely granting new rights to news publishers may prove ineffective without additional interventions that go beyond copyright.
2. Interventions that encourage content filtering – such as removal of intermediary liability for copyright infringement – inevitably raise serious freedom of expression concerns.

B. Look Elsewhere – The U.S. Approach

In June 2022, prompted by the upheaval in European copyright law described above, the U.S. Copyright Office published a study assessing the desirability of adding new protections under copyright law for American news publishers. In the course of this study, the Copyright Office looked at the ancillary rights approach endorsed by the EU and competition law approaches adopted by Australia and France, and proposed in America through the Journalism Competition and Preservation Act (JCPA). It also looked at other proposals received through public comment, including a tax on digital advertising revenue to support journalism, and assistance for local newspapers to reorganize as nonprofits. While acknowledging the crisis of sustainability faced by the news publishing industry, the study concluded that additional copyright protections were neither desirable nor likely to be effective in solving the problem."^{27}

In arriving at this conclusion, the Copyright Office pointed out that press publishers in America already enjoy significant copyright protections."^{28} It also noted that even when a platform uses some of a news publisher's content, such use may be protected in some cases by exceptions to copyright protection, such as the fair use doctrine and the merger doctrine, restricting publishers' ability to rely on copyright to prevent third party use."^{29} Ancillary rights were also found to potentially be at odds with the wide scope of freedom of expression under the First Amendment to the United States Constitution – while traditional exceptions to copyright protection have been found to be "built-in First Amendment accommodations" in copyright law,"^{30} attempting to modify these protections would likely result in a First Amendment challenge."^{31}

Finally, reflecting on Europe's experience with ancillary rights, the Copyright Office found that the effectiveness of additional copyright protection is contingent on the competitive landscape, noting...
that even with such additional protections, publishers could struggle to make platforms pay due to a lack of equal bargaining power.\textsuperscript{32} It noted, in the context of France, that ancillary rights required supplemental competition interventions in order to truly be effective, and ultimately recommended against any similar expansion of copyright protection for news publishers in U.S. copyright law. Thus, while the European Union works to create a cohesive pan-European licensing system based on ancillary rights, such proposals are unlikely to be replicated in the United States. Instead, policymakers have chosen to go for a more targeted approach through the Journalism Competition and Preservation Act (JCPA), which the Senate Judiciary Committee approved in September 2022, and which is discussed in further detail in the section on collective bargaining.

It is becoming increasingly clear that focusing on enhancing news publishers' copyright protections does not by itself enable them to obtain better deals from digital platforms. Digital platforms remain extremely powerful, enabling them to pursue tactics of attrition in negotiations, like withdrawing or modifying their news products to circumvent the intended outcome of the law. In the absence of additional measures, such as those in France, news publishers may be given take-it-or-leave-it deals, with the underlying threat of diminished reach and viewership as a consequence of not having their content on platforms. By themselves ancillary rights may not be successful in compelling platforms to come to the negotiating table, and they cannot guarantee a fair deal will be struck. Greater focus is needed on the nature of the negotiations themselves, to ensure they are carried out in a fair manner, free from the undue influence that platforms may enjoy by virtue of their deep pockets and scale — millions of users that publishers may depend on to reach.

The implementation of any licensing scheme which accumulates royalties for the copyright holder requires a means to track use of the owner’s copyrighted work and a collection body to collect and distribute royalties corresponding to those uses. The next section examines the mechanisms and institutions the music industry uses to regulate the licensing of copyrights in musical works for online uses, primarily by digital streaming platforms that dominate the space. The music industry has been operating under a complex licensing scheme for many years and is an instructive case study as many of the criticisms raised against the music industry mirror concerns with copyright expansions and enforcement for news. Looking at a parallel scheme such as music licensing can help predict how well a news licensing scheme may work in practice.

II. Licensing and Copyright Enforcement in the Music Industry

Like news, music has had to adapt to significant changes due to the digitization and subsequent platformization of its products. Illegal online music sharing catalyzed a market shift away from sales, and the music industry’s profits decreased by half.\textsuperscript{33} The emergence of streaming platforms both saved the music industry from this profit loss and radically changed the business models of music and its related players.\textsuperscript{34} Every song has two copyrights attached to it.\textsuperscript{35} One copyright is for the composition, meaning the lyrics and musical notes that make up the song.\textsuperscript{36} The second copyright the sound recording, or the actual recording of the song.\textsuperscript{37} There are also two corresponding forms of music royalties, mechanical royalties and public performance royalties, and different types of music consumption may invoke one or both royalties, depending on its classification.\textsuperscript{38} The classification of whether a type of consumption of music is a mechanical reproduction or a public performance is a matter of statute.

A. Modern Licensing and Royalty Collection Legislation in the Music Industry

To address many of the changes in the industry, a major piece of music legislation was passed in 2018 in the United States: the Modernization of Music Act (MMA). Among the several changes made by the MMA was the statutory codification of a stream as part mechanical reproduction and part public performance.\textsuperscript{39}

The MMA established the Mechanical Licensing Collective (MLC), to collect mechanical royalties for streaming.\textsuperscript{40} It also established the Digital Licensee Coordinator ("DLC") to oversee licensing activities.\textsuperscript{41} The DLC is tasked with being the “middleman” between the streaming services and the MLC, garnering feedback and collecting mandated financial contributions to the MLC.\textsuperscript{42} The MLC also created and maintains a publicly accessible works database and provides a means for creators to register and update their information in the database.\textsuperscript{43}

One of the problems the MMA sought to address was unmatched royalties. The audiofile of a song can be embedded with metadata containing the copyright ownership of the song. However, the information is frequently outdated, incorrect or incomplete.\textsuperscript{44} Before the MMA, the digital service providers ("DSPs") were charged with handling the mechanical royalties from streaming.\textsuperscript{45} Because of the aforementioned insufficient ownership metadata, a “blackbox” of unmatched royalties accumulated, leaving many owners unpaid for the use of their songs.\textsuperscript{46} To add to the problem, the DSPs began to make songs available on their platforms for streaming before obtaining the required licenses.\textsuperscript{47}
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A new licensing system of the scale of the MLC requires significant financial support; the MLC submitted an estimate that it would cost $37.25 million to build its infrastructure and $29 million to operate during its first year. The DSPs’ liabilities from the use of unlicensed works were waived in exchange for the DSPs covering the costs of building and operating the MLC. In February 2021, the DSPs turned over $424 million in unclaimed royalties to the MLC. The MLC will attempt to match the royalties to rightsholders. If it is unsuccessful after two years, it may distribute the royalties to DSPs turned over $424 million in unclaimed royalties to the MLC. The MLC will attempt to match publishers based on market share. Instead of individual licenses, the mechanical licenses are granted through a blanket license. The DSPs send sound recording usage data, and accompanying mechanical royalties, to The MLC on a monthly basis. The MLC then matches the usage data to the mechanical works data in The MLC database. Once the data is matched, The MLC pays out the mechanical royalties.

The MMA solution to music licensing’s problems shows that if licensing is to be employed effectively in the context of news, a disinterested collection agency and a central database containing ownership information like that created by the MMA are crucial. The more decentralized and difficult the licensing scheme is, resistance rather than compliance becomes more likely, as seen with the original structure of mechanical licensing.

Because of the need to create new infrastructures, licensing policy solutions are likely to cost more and take more time to get up and running than other measures such as collective bargaining. Between songwriters, producers, artists, record labels, publishers and performance rights organizations, there is potentially a multitude of individuals involved in a single song. News copyright ownership may still have multiple stakeholders involved, between authors, editors and the outlets themselves. However, news would still likely have fewer stakeholders, and thus there is an opportunity for the licensing system to be significantly less complicated and less costly than for music.

B. Detecting and Enforcing Infringement

News has the potential to bring its own complexities to a licensing scheme. One example is in the platform’s ability to detect infringement of text content. Article 17(4)(b) of the EU Copyright Directive discusses how a platform can establish it has made “best efforts” to ensure the availability of certain works. The directive says that Member States should not mandate the use of a particular technical solution in order to keep the law “future proof.” The directive seems unconcerned with the ability of current market practices to detect infringement, stating that content recognition technology is already used to manage the use of copyright content in the case of video and audio content. It also notes that stakeholders discussed technologies like hashing, watermarking, the use of metadata and keyword searching. The article qualifies that platforms can only be liable if the rights holders have provided “relevant and necessary information” to the platform.

Hashing technology has been employed in some circumstances as a way to detect infringement and identify a song. Content ID, a YouTube technology, employs hashing to search its database for a potential match to a song used in a user-uploaded video. Shazam, an app used by people who hear a song and would like it identified, also uses hashing. Google invested over $60 million in Content ID. The technology has been problematic, however, as there have been many instances where Content ID has taken down content that was legitimate fair use.

Historically, hashing technology can be deceived simply by editing the file. Thus, in the case of detecting an unauthorized sample which may have been altered in many different ways by a music producer, hashing is an ineffective tool. In effort to comply with the EU directive, it is likely that platforms will employ hashing technology or a similarly flawed algorithm. In the U.S., overaggressive takedowns of legitimate fair use materials are far less relevant for music than for news. Fair use is an uncommon defense for copyright infringement claims in music. However, some recent case law and academic writing has indicated a shift of ideals to more liberal fair use standards in music, particularly because of the increasing use of sampling. Sampling is the use of a segment or element from a previously created sound recording in a new song. Historically, the law has held that even a tiny snippet of a song requires the sampling artist to obtain a license from the work they are borrowing from. However, in VMG v. Ciccone, the Ninth Circuit held that ‘de minimis or trivial’ sampling of the sound recording does not constitute infringement. This decision created a circuit split on this issue, as the Sixth Circuit had previously held that no amount of copying of the sound recording, regardless of how trivial, was permissible. De minimis sampling of a composition...
has been held to not constitute infringement. De minimis applies when the average audience would not recognize the infringement.

Regulators should be cautious that enforcing infringement can lead to technical solutions, like automated filtering, that silence free expression. For instance, digital platforms use hashing technologies to filter other kinds of content; these technologies both incorrectly filter legitimate fair use, and miss actual infringement.

III. Collective Bargaining

Collective bargaining policies permit news publishers to negotiate collectively with platforms through processes similar to antitrust exemptions. Allowing news publishers to come to the negotiation table collectively will put them in a better position to broker favorable deals with platforms like Meta and Google. This section examines three different approaches to collective bargaining: an Australian law, a law proposed in Canada, and a law proposed in the U.S. This section then compares these approaches to lessons learned from the music industry.

A. The Australian Bargaining Code

Australia has been a global leader in enacting this kind of collective bargaining policy. In 2021, Australia passed the News Media and Digital Platforms Mandatory Bargaining Code (“the bargaining code”) following a report by the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACC) detailing how digital platforms were benefitting from news publishers’ content. The bargaining code does not grant new rights to journalism, and because of this, the bargaining code applies to headlines and snippets as well as material protected by already existing copyright law.

Under the bargaining code, publishers and platforms have an extra incentive to reach a deal: they could be sent to a unique arbitration process. In this arbitration, the code dictates that both the news publisher and the platform are to submit offers to the arbitrator, who then accepts one of the two offers submitted. The code also does not require news to use the money on journalism nor does it require the news outlets to disclose how the deal money has been used.

B. Canada’s Online News Act

In 2022, Canadian legislators introduced an act that would allow news publishers to bargain collectively, C-18 or the Online News Act. The Online News Act captures much of what has been effective about the Australian bargaining code while striving to avoid the code’s pitfalls. The act mandates arbitration in the case of a negotiation failure, but does not include a provision like the bargaining code that one of the two offers submitted by the parties must be chosen. The act states that there can be an exemption from arbitration if a deal satisfies certain criteria. The criteria requirement allows for oversight of the deals, preventing the opacity of the Australian model. There are no requirements in the Online News Act regarding how the value of the news content is determined. News organizations can be added to a collective deal even after the deal is done, helping small and upcoming publishers to not be left behind.

On October 21, 2022, Meta released a statement on the Online News Act. In the release, it stated that it “may be forced to consider whether [Meta] continues to allow the sharing of news content in Canada.” The Online News Act has an overly broad definition of “eligible news business” and will lead to the funds being used to support spreaders of disinformation.

Australia faced a similar opposition when it was in the process of passing the bargaining code. Facebook shut down its services in Australia for about a week.
in 2021, only restoring service after gaining some amendment to the code. The move was not a clear win for Facebook, though, as public backlash was immediate and global in scale. Whether Canada will experience actual shutdowns in protest to C-18, especially given the backlash Facebook received in response to its last shutdown remains to be seen.

Third-party critics of C-18, such as Michael Geist, have expressed concern about the Act’s scope, specifically its ambiguity regarding what and how much will constitute reproduction of news text. Other third-party critics point to the fact that, although there is a right to audit the funds gained by outlets, there are no requirements regarding how the funds should be used nor is there a procedure for redistributing the funds in the event that they are not being used to support Canadian journalism.

C. The United States: The Journalism Competition and Preservation Act

In the United States, the proposed Journalism Competition & Preservation Act (JCPA) exempts news publishers from antitrust laws for eight years, in order to allow them to collectively bargain against platforms. It also creates a private right of action in the event that platforms do not negotiate in good faith. The bill explicitly says that it will not modify the existing copyright status of news and a joint negotiation entity may not discriminate against an eligible journalism provider based on size or views expressed by the eligible journalism’s content. Unlike the bargaining code, the JCPA has a transparency requirement regarding the terms of the deal and disclosure of the use of the funds where “an eligible digital journalism provider shall provide public transparency regarding the use of any funds received or related to such agreement or arbitration decision to support ongoing and future operations to maintain or enhance the production or distribution of news...including public reporting of funds received each year under or related to each such agreement or decision.” Notably, the JCPA has a provision which would prevent the platforms from retaliating against news publishers that choose to participate in collective negotiations. Critics such as TechFreedom have criticized the anti-retaliation rules, equating it to a “must carry” provision. In a letter to legislators, writers for TechFreedom expressed their belief that courts would likely interpret the “must carry” provision broadly, leading to a limit on platforms’ ability to moderate objectionable content.

Supporters of the JCPA reject this claim and respond that a platform will not be prevented from carrying out its terms and services in the event that content is deindexed or deranked for reasons unrelated to the media platform’s assertion of its rights under the bill.

D. Collective Bargaining in the Music Industry – Performance Rights Organizations

The music industry has used collective bargaining to set rates and license public performance rights for songs since the early 1900s through the use of performance rights organizations. PROs bargain with and issue public performance licenses to entities such as businesses and streaming services on behalf of the many artists signed to it. In the United States, the two largest PROs are Broadcast Music, Inc. (BMI) and the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers (ASCAP).

The PROs “operate primarily through blanket licenses, which give the licenses the right to perform any and all the compositions owned by the members or affiliates as often as the licensees desire for a stated term. Fees for blanket licenses are ordinarily a percentage of total revenues or a flat dollar amount, and do not directly depend on the amount or type of music used.” The system allows all artists varying broadly in levels of fame or financial success in music to nonetheless be a part of and benefit from the power of such a large organization.

An antitrust exception has been carved out for PROs of music because “those who performed copyrighted music for profit were so numerous and widespread, that, as a practical matter, it was impossible for the many individual copyright owners to negotiate with and license the users and to detect unauthorized uses.” If the potential licensee and the PROs cannot agree on a fee, the parties are sent to a rate court. The MMA also changed aspects of the rate courts’ process: allowed the courts to consider what music’s value was in a willing buyer, willing seller standard in its rate deliberations.

The PROs do not have total immunity from antitrust law or an unlimited ability to negotiate and issue licenses on behalf of the artists they represent. Because BMI and ASCAP represent the majority of musical works in existence, both PROs signed consent decrees limiting their power after an investigation by the Department of Justice into anticompetitive behavior. The consent decrees forbid the PROs from doing things such as withholding parts of its repertory in order to raise licensing fees or preventing a licensee from getting a license directly from the owner of the copyright. ASCAP’s consent decree includes that it must grant membership to all who wish to be represented by the PRO.
Even after the decrees, the PROs have faced antitrust lawsuits. The decrees, which have been in place since 1941, have been reviewed on multiple occasions, but still remain.

For example, in 2011, Pandora entered into blanket licensing agreements with ASCAP. Members of ASCAP were concerned about what they believed to be below market rates negotiated in the deal. The members wanted to pull out and license directly to secure higher rates with Pandora and new media licenses, while still participating in the more traditional blanket licenses (such as music in venues and businesses). ASCAP allowed the members to withdraw, but Pandora brought suit arguing that this was in violation of ASCAP’s consent decree. The court said that the consent decrees require ASCAP to offer Pandora a license to all works in its repertory; ASCAP cannot selectively withdraw the right to license work in a category (i.e., new media). Pandora also took BMI to court with a near identical result. Despite calls on the DOJ to modify the consent decrees on this topic, the DOJ refused to do so in both 2016 and 2021.

Notably, BMI and ASCAP continue to violate this prohibition because both PROs offer a political license and give their members the option to withdraw their works from the license if they do not wish their work to be used by a particular candidate. BMI and ASCAP have not yet been challenged on these violations.

Applying some of the takeaways from music PROs to news, there are clearly many benefits that come from collective bargaining. Bargaining collectives inherently have more power and influence in negotiations and it is highly likely that this is also true for the news industry. Like smaller musical artists, the increase in power will be of utmost importance for smaller outlets that would otherwise get overlooked for a deal. Though legislators may want to keep in mind the potential antitrust consequences that could be created by especially large news bargaining collectives in the long run, those consequences may be less likely due to some differences between news and music. One major difference between the bargaining power of PROs and the potential bargaining power of news (at least in the countries that will not grant additional rights to news), is that the artists who the PROs represent have copyright ownership and copyright law backing them. This creates higher stakes for entities which offer or wish to play certain songs—a music creator is able to sue for infringement if a song is used without a deal being made.

E. Analysis

The comparison between news and music is not a perfect one. Though both news and music bring value to society, news faces an additional and heavy risk of capture from financial structures that are, in some part, funded by governments or platforms. All additional structures aside, music is backed by two copyrights, and enjoys significantly more protection from infringement than news in places like the United States. This basic fact informs the copyright market dynamics of music.

Regardless of the differences, learning from music’s licensing and collective bargaining can help avoid making the same mistakes, and ultimately save time and money. If a licensing model is to be successful, news organizations will need to build a central database like the MLC with accurate data regarding copyright ownerships, without making the system overly complex. Having a protocol and procedure in the event that there are unmatched licensing royalties will also be important to consider.

Technological limitations and the ability to detect and police infringement would need to be considered thoroughly to ensure compliance with new laws. Additionally, guidelines as to what legally constitutes infringement also needs to be addressed. In the case of the EU, clarity is needed as to what constitutes a covered publication, as well as a very short extract. Credibility, consistency and predictability around what content needs to be licensed is vital. This will enable online discourse to continue unimpeded while ensuring adequate revenue sharing with journalistic organizations that invest in the creation of quality news content, while also promoting information integrity.

With regard to collective bargaining, news organizations should carefully calculate the establishment and activities of the news collectives to ensure they are not subject to legal challenges later on. As seen with music, consent decrees can be near impossible to get changed or removed, even in the face of drastically changing market conditions.

Though there have been early indications that Australia’s bargaining code has been successful at infusing money into the journalism industry, it is too soon to tell if it will be a long term solution for journalism sustainability. The JCPA and C-18 seem to be improvements on the Australian model, because they empower news publishers through mandated transparency of negotiations. However, at the time of research, the future of both the JCPA and Bill C-18 remains uncertain, and their potential impact remains even murkier. Governments considering legislative interventions targeting copyright should consider the delicate balance involved in safeguarding access to knowledge while promoting news media sustainability, and learn from the experiences in Australia, Canada and the United States, as well as lessons from the implementation of parallel schemes in the music industry.

Conclusion

The crisis of news sustainability continues to be a global problem, and it has become increasingly clear that copyright-centric approaches are not a silver bullet. As a multivariate problem involving economics, technology and politics, solution building requires continuous and dynamic engagement from policymakers, who must use a variety of tools and approaches at their disposal while remaining sensitive to local conditions and realities. It is important to look at how other industries like music have tackled similar problems, and to effectively identify benefits and pitfalls inherent in their solutions.

There is no one-size-fits-all fix to this problem. Copyright, licensing and collective bargaining schemes will likely need to be combined with other policy solutions (such as transparency and antitrust solutions) in order to be effective.
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Introduction

Since the digital revolution tech companies have grown increasingly powerful, and have come to threaten news organizations’ viability and sustainability all around the world. The pandemic exacerbated pre-existing barriers for news organizations who were already experiencing a steady decline in revenue due to the dominance of platforms, such as Google and Meta, in the online advertising industry. As a result, many news organizations have had to reduce operating budgets, and in the worst cases, close down news rooms entirely.

In response, governments around the world have proposed subsidy programs to help the news industry survive the economic impact of declining ad revenues. These range from direct funding to newsrooms to other, indirect means of providing economic benefits to news publishers. Recently, platforms have also initiated subsidy programs for newsrooms. This chapter will explore both government and platform subsidy schemes. In the first part, it will examine subsidy approaches from governments in the United States, Sweden and Canada, including tax credits and digital advertisement taxes. In the second part, it will consider to subsidy programs offered by platforms, specifically Meta and Google. Finally, the paper will evaluate the benefits and drawbacks of each subsidy program and provide concluding observations.

I. Government Programs and Proposals

A. Tax Credits

One approach to subsidies is to give tax credits to news media outlets. We evaluate three different countries’ tax credit programs aimed at keeping journalism sustainable: the United States, Canada and Sweden. The U.S. was chosen due to its relevance to UCLA’s ITLP. In addition, Canada’s model informs how the U.S. could successfully implement a similar plan. Sweden’s model was chosen because of its innovation as it was one of the oldest tax credit programs.

The United States of America

In the United States, the most robust tax credit proposal intended to support journalism sustainability is the Local Journalism Sustainability Act. The Act was introduced in July 2020 as H.R. 7640 by Representatives Ann Kirkpatrick and Dan Newhouse and received support from over 70 co-sponsors from both political parties. The purpose of the Act was to provide tax incentives that support newspapers and other local media. The Local Journalism Sustainability Act has three main provisions. First, it would provide consumers with a tax credit of 80% of the first year, followed by a credit for 50% of the subscription price. The cap of the credit is $250 a year. Secondly, the Act would relieve employers of 50% of the payroll taxes from the journalists they employ, up to $12,500 per quarter for one year, and 30% in quarters thereafter. Finally, the Act would provide a local media advertising credit of up to $5,000 the first year and up to $2,500 in subsequent years to small businesses that advertise in local newspapers, radios, or television stations.

After the first version of the Bill stalled in the House, it was reintroduced in the House as H.R. 3940 and in the Senate as S. 2434 in 2021 with a number of definitional improvements to ensure that benefits flow to the local newsrooms that need them most. These changes included narrowing the definitions of “local newspaper” and “journalist.” This version of the Act restricts qualifying publications to those whose primary content is “derived from primary sources and relating to news and current events,” “serves the needs of a regional or local community,” “employs at least one local news journalist who resides in such regional or local community,” and whose publisher does not employ greater than 750 employees. Further, it restricts the definition of local news journalist to those who “regularly gather, collect, photograph, record, write, or report news or information that concerns local events or other matters of local public interest,” narrowing the qualifying topics and activities introduced in the first version of the Act. The Bill died with the end of the 117th U.S. Congress on 03 January 2023, and is yet to be introduced fresh in the ongoing 118th U.S. Congress.

This Act has faced a number of criticisms. Some academics argue that, because the payroll tax credit is refundable, there is no incentive for organizations to use it for its intended purpose. In other words, once an organization receives the refundable tax credit, nothing compels it to actually use the money to hire another journalist, as intended by the Act. Additionally, critics worry that the contested definitions in the Act of “journalist” and “local newspaper” create a low bar and could encourage organizations that proliferate harmful misinformation to take advantage of the Act’s benefits. Critics are also concerned that smaller news organizations will be unable to benefit from the payroll tax credit because of their reliance on freelance journalists who may not fit the definitional standards set by the Act. Here, it is relevant to note that these smaller outlets are more likely to be publications serving underrepresented communities, such as African Americans and other minorities. As for the non-refundable tax credit for consumers, the benefit leaves out households that pay no federal income tax because of their reliance on freelance journalists who may not fit the definitional standards set by the Act. Here, it is relevant to note that these smaller outlets are more likely to be publications serving underrepresented communities, such as African Americans and other minorities. As for the non-refundable tax credit for consumers, the benefit leaves out households that pay no federal income tax.
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On the other hand, supporters of the U.S.’s Local Journalism Sustainability Act hope that consumer tax credits will encourage subscription habits that enable news organizations to sustain themselves without government assistance. Besides this, the Act’s dispersal of benefits through small businesses and consumer tax credits could be considered less politically and ethnically fraught; given that Americans place significant value on freedom of the press, giving individuals and local businesses the power to decide which media outlets to support could help avoid concerns of government capture or interference in the media.16

Canada

Canada successfully enacted Bill C-30, a tax credit scheme similar to the American proposal. Introduced on June 29, 2021, the Bill incorporates prior proposals that support journalists through tax reforms, with additional changes to the digital news subscription tax credit.17 The legislation amended Canada’s Income Tax Act to provide support to Canadian journalism organizations producing original news content through three main provisions: a 25% refundable labor tax credit for salary or wages payable in respect of an eligible newsroom employee on or after January 1, 2019; a 15% non-refundable personal income tax credit to allow individuals to claim digital news subscription costs paid to a qualifying organization after 2019 and before 2025; and extending eligibility for registration as a qualified donee to registered journalism organizations, beginning on January 1, 2020.18

To qualify for benefits, Canadian news organizations must apply to the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA). An independent advisory board provides non-binding recommendations to the Minister regarding organizations’ eligibility.19 Advisory board members are selected based on factors that consider the linguistic, cultural and ethnic diversity of the country. The board is composed of journalism industry experts and retired faculty members from post-secondary journalism schools across Canada.20 The Canadian government prioritizes the importance of the board’s independence, hoping to avoid conflict between a free press and government influence. However, the government has already faced backlash from conservatives, who accuse them of using money to cut favors with journalists ahead of elections, given that decisions of the advisory board are non-binding, which means that the government ultimately decides on questions of eligibility.21

In order to qualify for benefits under Bill C-30, a Canadian news organization must fit the definition of a Qualified Canadian Journalism Organization (QCJO).22 There are a number of qualifications that an organization must meet to be designated a QCJO. First, it must be determined to be “operating in Canada,” meaning that its content is designed, edited and, except in the case of digital content, published in Canada.23 A QCJO cannot be a crown corporation, municipal corporation, or government agency; it must be organized as a corporation, partnership or trust.24 Second, the organization must be incorporated under the laws of Canada, a province or a territory, and be a resident in Canada.25 Thirdly, the chairperson (or other presiding officer), and at least ¾ of the directors (or other presiding officers) must be Canadian citizens.26 If the chairperson is a member of the board of directors, they may count towards the ¾ criteria. Finally, the organization must regularly employ two or more journalists who work in the production of its content.27 Freelance journalists are not included, but would be self-employed contractors.28

As for subject matter requirements, a QCJO must produce original written news content.29 However, the Act does not define the required amount of original news content. The term “news” refers to “new, factual, and important information about issues, events, governments, and other items or matters of public interest.”30 Advertisements, listings, catalogs, directories, guides, financial reports, schedules, calendars, timetables, comic books, cartoons, puzzles, games and horoscopes are not considered news.31 The original news content should be based on journalistic processes and principles including: a commitment to researching and verifying information before publication; a consistent practice of providing rebuttal opportunity for those being criticized; and presenting alternate perspectives, interpretations and analyses; an honest representation of sources; and a practice of correcting errors.32

Canada’s Bill C-30 has faced a number of criticisms similar to those faced by the U.S.’s Local Journalism Sustainability Act. Some Canadian journalists express concerns over the government setting the definitions of “journalism” and “news,” and the implications that this sets for media capture by the government.33 Additionally, critics worry that the Bill’s intent has not matched its impact: according to information provided by the Canada Revenue Agency, only about one percent of Canadian tax filers are taking advantage of the tax credits.34
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claimed the subscription tax credit offered by Bill C-30.\textsuperscript{34} Canadian journalism leaders worry that, rather than incentivizing new subscribers to sign up, the consumer tax credit is only being used by those who would have subscribed anyways.\textsuperscript{35} Further, like the U.S. Act, the refundable labor tax credit provided by Bill C-30 has been criticized because it doesn’t obligate that organizations spend the credits in a way that is beneficial to journalism sustainability, such as hiring additional journalists. Finally, the Bill’s focus on organizations that primarily offer “written news” in print or digital forms may leave out organizations that provide other valuable news deliverables that are increasingly popular, such as video, podcasts, and audio content.

\textit{Sweden}

Sweden has long standing subsidy schemes for commercial media,\textsuperscript{36} which are largely based on legislation passed in 1971 and 1975.\textsuperscript{37} The Swedish support system for press and media subsidies consists of two ordinances: ordinance 1990:524, which provides support to news media organizations through press subsidies for print and digital newspapers, and ordinance 2018:2053, a media subsidy that is available to all kinds of media regardless of platform.\textsuperscript{38}

The Swedish press subsidies included in ordinance 1990:524 consist of three forms of support: operational subsidies, distribution subsidies, and support for postal distribution in sparsely populated areas. The operational subsidies are entitlements, which means that all newspapers have the right to receive the support if they meet certain criteria; among other things, the newspaper must have a coverage rate less than 30 percent and must be published at least once a week.\textsuperscript{39} The size of the operating subsidy granted to the organization is determined by how often a newspaper is published and how many subscribers it has.\textsuperscript{40} The Swedish system also provides joint distribution subsidies to avoid monopolization of the industry by allowing the number two newspaper to use the existing distribution system of the leading newspaper.\textsuperscript{41} All newspapers that used this system were paid a small sum per copy distributed.\textsuperscript{42}

The Swedish media subsidies introduced by ordinance 2018:2053 also include three support schemes: local journalism subsidies to assist in sparsely populated areas, innovation and development subsidies for the development of digital services and digital collaboration between media, and, introduced in 2020, editorial subsidies based on the costs for editorial activities.\textsuperscript{43} Unlike the press subsidies, which are entitlements, the media subsidies are distributed to the extent there are funds available.\textsuperscript{44} In December 2021, another rights-based subsidy was introduced which is intended to compensate for the Swedish postal service’s change of distribution scheme, which has led to higher costs for the media actors.\textsuperscript{45}

Applications for support are examined by the press support committee at the Swedish Press, Radio and Television Authority.\textsuperscript{46} The subsidies are administered by the Swedish Press and Broadcasting Authority.\textsuperscript{47} Decisions on the distribution of the support lie with the Media Subsidies Council, an independent decision-making body within the Authority.\textsuperscript{48} Like the Canadian board, the Media Subsidies Council has been criticized for its suggested composition of industry-nominated individuals,\textsuperscript{49} as critics have expressed concern over potential conflicts of interest between board members and their industry employers. Today, the board consists of politicians, researchers, lawyers, and industry experts who have been appointed by the government.\textsuperscript{50}

There are some benefits to be observed from Sweden’s tax credit programs. For one, the tax credit programs have been credited for promoting media pluralism and diversity in the country, as well as garnering high newspaper readership and trust from the population.\textsuperscript{51} Additionally, the Swedish system’s innovative idea of using the existing distribution system of the leading newspaper ensures industry competition and promotes diversity. The Swedish media subsidies also prioritize innovation and development of digital services and digital collaboration between media,\textsuperscript{52} which is vital in sustaining media in an increasingly digital world.

However, the Swedish tax credit program faces a number of criticisms similar to the other countries’ programs. As mentioned above, Sweden’s Media Subsidies Council, which determines which organizations benefit from the tax credits,\textsuperscript{53} has faced criticism over its composition. The media subsidies council, which sets the priorities for the distribution of subsidies, has been criticized for its composition, which lacks representation from smaller media organizations and is dominated by large newspapers.\textsuperscript{54}

There have been calls for greater support for local journalism to be incorporated into the country’s tax credit program; in June 2022, after a government investigation, a new proposal for press and media subsidies focusing on local and regional news media was introduced.\textsuperscript{55}
Tax Credits – Analysis

In each of the tax credit programs, one major problem faced by governments is setting definitional standards for who will benefit from each program. Each of the three countries struggle to define the terms “journalist,” “news organization,” and other relevant terms vital to determining which news organizations receive tax credit benefits. For instance: do qualifying journalists need a certain educational degree? Do they need to be based in a certain area? Do they need to produce a certain amount of content per week? The answers to these questions have great impacts in determining what organizations will receive assistance in an increasingly challenging journalism environment.

These definitional issues lead into another concern with tax credit programs: media capture. For many, it is a significant concern that the government is the one responsible for deciding what types of content, organizations, and people will qualify to receive financial assistance. Even in Canada, where the government created an independent board to analyze the requests and tried to avoid the appearance of conflict between a free press and government influence, there was public backlash over who should sit on the board. To assuage public concerns of media capture in tax credit programs such as those in Sweden and Canada, it may be more beneficial if these boards included a majority of non-governmental stakeholders.

B. Digital Ad Taxes

Other proposals to provide subsidies to news organizations center around raising funds through digital advertisement taxes. As mentioned previously, one of the most significant struggles news media organizations are facing is the decline in advertising revenue due to the rise of digital advertising. Moreover, taxing schemes have lagged in taxing digital platforms equally to traditional brick and mortar companies; for example, in the U.S., Facebook paid only 4 percent in corporate-income tax between 2007 and 2015 compared to the S&P 500 average corporate-income tax rate of 27 percent.

With this, some propose that digital advertisement taxes be implemented to redirect some of this lost revenue back to news media organizations by making digital platforms pay a fee on their advertising revenue to support journalism sustainability.

The United States of America

The leading digital advertisement tax proposal in the United States comes from Free Press, an American news media advocacy organization. Free Press proposes taxing a small portion of digital platforms’ earnings from targeted advertisements to fund local, independent, and noncommercial journalism, as well as to support new news-distribution models. In their proposal, Free Press explores numerous tax schemes. Proposed tax rates range from one to two percent. The proposed tax schemes also vary based on who and what is taxed: one option suggests taxing all online enterprises that earn more than $200 in annual digital advertising revenues, while another proposes taxing all advertising revenues, including offline placements. Regardless of the differences in who and what is subject to a tax, each Free Press proposal would yield approximately $2 billion annually to be directed back towards news media organizations. However, despite the Free Press’ extensive detailing of different tax scheme proposals, the organization does not offer any suggestions on how they would select qualifying news organizations to benefit from the tax.

To administer these funds, Free Press proposes that Congress create a “Public Interest Media Endowment,” which would be charged with re-directing the tax revenues to fund independent and noncommercial news outlets. Free Press proposes that the funds could be used for a number of projects to support news media sustainability, including improving the quantity of civic information in local communities, training more people in local journalism and fact-checking, and offering a state-level media-literacy curriculum for schools.

Austria

In 2019, the Austrian government updated its advertising tax to include digital advertisements. The updated policy imposes a five percent tax on digital advertising services that target the Austrian market. The tax applies to companies that have at least €750 million ($860 million U.S.) in worldwide revenue and €25 million ($28 million U.S.) in revenue from sales in Austria. Most notably, the Austrian policy prioritized setting aside €15 million ($16.9 million U.S.) of the revenue raised from the digital advertisement tax to be used towards modernizing Austrian media companies. However, little detail is available regarding the specifics of this program, including which organizations would benefit, how funds would be distributed, what “modernizing” media means on a practical level, and more.

Canada and the EU

Similar programs in other jurisdictions show an increasing desire to grapple with soaring digital advertising revenues. For instance, Canada recently implemented a Digital Services Ad Tax. Under this program, advertisements on websites, electronic portals, gateways, stores, distribution platforms, or any other similar electronic interfaces (but for platforms that solely process payments and a few other exceptions) are subject to a goods and services tax or harmonized sales tax at the applicable local rate. The European Union made a similar Digital Services Tax proposal in 2018 which would enable all Member States to tax profits generated in their territory, even if a company did not have a physical presence in that country.
This was meant to target large, U.S.-based digital platforms and ensure that online businesses contributed to public finances at the same level as brick-and-mortar EU companies. Most uniquely, the proposal included an additional interim tax on certain digital activities of 3% to generate immediate revenues for Member States. While neither the Canada tax nor the EU proposal include any immediate plan to redirect revenues from the taxes to benefit news media organizations, these moves show that other countries are considering the implications of rising digital advertising revenues and methods to level the playing field.

Digital Ad Taxes – Analysis

There are a number of benefits to digital advertisement tax proposals in comparison to other subsidy schemes. For one, tax proposals provide an opportunity to provide more consistent benefits to news organizations. Once a tax is established, news organizations will have relatively set expectations about the financial benefits they will be able to reap from the tax. This consistency can assist news organizations in planning their operations, delegating resources, and move. This differs from other proposals which may provide more variable benefits. For instance, tax credit programs that provide citizen vouchers to support news media organizations may lead to an unequal distribution of benefits to news organizations due to citizens’ partisan beliefs, lack of familiarity with smaller or less mainstream news organizations, or other individual considerations.

Furthermore, digital advertisement tax proposals are encouraging because they provide direct funds to news organizations to sustain and improve their operations. As elucidated in the Free Press proposal, these funds can be used for a range of projects, from expanding resources to improve news quality to hiring more staff and more. In other words, digital advertisement taxes can directly impact the quality and sustainability of news media by streamlining funds directly to organizations in need. Again, this differs from other proposals like tax credits, which provide less direct financial relief to news organizations.

Despite these benefits, digital advertisement taxes also pose a number of issues. For one, like other subsidy proposals, definitional issues come into play on both sides of the digital advertisement tax equation. First, there is the issue of who should be subject to a tax. The proposals discussed above display the broad range of proposed subjects to be taxed, ranging from the Austrian proposal which suggest taxing digital platforms that earn above a certain threshold to the Free Press proposal which advocates for a tax on all online and offline advertisements. The latter may not be as effective in addressing the structural imbalance between platforms and news media organizations, given that taxing offline advertisements might disincentivize traditional classified advertisements that are a source of revenue for news media organizations. Obviously, in a plan to raise money for news media sustainability, deciding who and what is being taxed has massive implications on the success of the program.

On the other side, there is also the question of who will qualify to benefit from the digital advertisement tax. Despite repeated calls for tax revenues to be distributed to “support local, independent, and noncommercial journalism projects,” the Free Press proposal does not provide any further explanations of what would qualify a news media organization to fit under this category and receive funding. Future digital advertisement tax proposals will face difficult questions of inclusion, including whether to focus benefits just on local, smaller organizations as the Free Press proposal does or to provide benefits to as many struggling news organizations as possible.

With this, digital advertisements may also bring up familiar fears of media capture. This is because government entities will necessarily be involved in administering digital advertisement taxes and in determining how funds are redistributed. In jurisdictions such as the United States, where freedom of the press is a central national value and misinformation and media trust are at the forefront of public debate, government intervention in funding news organizations could be polarizing. These concerns could be exacerbated by a plan such as the Free Press proposal to charge Congress with the power to re-direct digital ad tax revenues to the news organizations that they select, as some might worry that these funds would be distributed unequally or only to news organizations that serve government or partisan interests. It is particularly likely that this would be an issue in countries with authoritarian governments where there is less press freedom and a history of media capture, such as Hungary.

Finally, digital advertisement taxes do not tackle the underlying structural issues of the news industry; in fact, they may actually increase the power of digital platforms and prolong the cycle that has put news organizations in the precarious positions they currently find themselves in. Because most digital advertisement tax proposals rely on digital platforms’ advertising revenue, the taxes create an incentive to support digital advertising. Otherwise, news media organizations will lose out on revenue from the tax. Therefore, digital advertisement taxes do little to shift the power back in the hands of news media organizations.

II. Platform Led Programs

Over the years, a number of digital platforms have reacted to the threat of government regulation by initiating their own platform-to-news publishers funding model to subsidize news organizations around the world. Platforms, including Google and Meta, profess their benevolence and commitment to quality news through offering robust financial support to news organizations; however, critics are concerned about the long-term repercussions that result from platforms’ direct participation in the news industry.
Google News Initiative

The Google News Initiative (GNI) was founded in 2018 to support the journalism industry in its transition to digital media and away from traditional print media. Prior to this, in 2015, Google founded the Digital News Innovation (DNI) fund, which became a part of GNI and has since launched six competition rounds and supported 662 projects, contributing a total amount of 140.689,000 Euros. GNI’s mission is to collaborate with publishers and journalists to promote (1) evolving business models; (2) raising up quality journalism; and (3) driving innovation in newsrooms. Google committed $500 million to help journalism thrive in the digital age. Presently, Google provided $189M to support 6,250 news partners in 118 countries.

First, considering the evolution of business models for journalism from advertisement-revenues to other-revenues, GNI Sub Lab provides newsrooms the Subscribe with Google (SwG) tool which draws attention to consumers who are looking for an accessible way to subscribe to news content. Google’s goal is to develop a sustainable and thriving business model for news organizations by promoting digital subscriptions. Second, Google aims to combat misinformation through partnering with the International Fact Check Network, especially during elections, and training journalists in using Google’s digital tools. Google also provides education materials that help consumers identify the difference between fact and fiction. Finally, Google aims to drive innovation in the newsroom through supporting news organizations that have projects to develop sustainable video operations. Google also launched the GNI Cloud program for organizations who use machine learning to develop content tagging. GNI aims to empower news organizations through technological innovations by offering services such as natural language processing, geographic immersive experiences, and secure access to the internet. In essence, GNI provides funding and programming for training, grants, credits for online adversity, access to services and a series of "Innovation Challenge."

In 2020, Google launched the Journalism Emergency Relief Fund to help local news publishers around the world during COVID-19. The application process was open for 15 days. At the end of this period, Google proudly announced that it reviewed 12,165 applications from over 140 countries and selected the 5600 recipients, the information contained errors and duplicates. It was difficult to find published information on the amount each recipient received, nor the length of time each recipient received funding. Based on our independent research, upon clicking on the links that Google suggests visiting for more information, many of the links are no longer available to the public. It appears that Google’s policy for providing funding is to be as inclusive as possible while "sticking to the eligibility rules." However, it remains difficult to access information on the "eligibility rules" after the application period has ended. Google has not provided transparency of the details of the internal governance structure that determine eligibility to the funding competitions. In 2021, GNI announced the launch of the “COVID-19 Vaccine Counter Misinformation Open Fund” worth up to $3M. The fund aims to help news organizations with a proven track record in fact-checking and debunking activities. Google reviewed 309 applications from 74 countries, and the expert jury selected 11 projects. When researching how the jury was selected, Google provided a link on its blog post entitled "An open fund for projects debunking vaccine misinformation," which at the time of research was broken. However, Google has maintained a public list of jury members, including academics, researchers and founders.

Google also funds journalism through innovation challenges. Similar to its previous European model in the DNI, Google launched the GNI’s Innovation Challenges. Since 2018, Google reports providing $30M in funding to over 200 projects across the Asia Pacific, Latin America, Middle East, Turkey & North America representing 47 countries. Innovation Challenges included, for example, the 2019 GNI North American Innovation Challenge providing $5.8M to help 34 projects in 17 states and the Middle East, Turkey and Africa 2022 GNI Innovation Challenge, round 3, which provided $3.2M to help 34 projects from 17 countries.

Finally, GNI also launched the YouTube Innovation Funding which aims to help newsrooms and publishers strengthen their online video capabilities and experiment with new formats for video journalism. YouTube announced that it received hundreds of applications, but only 87 successful projects were funded representing 23 different countries. For example, the Economist in the UK received funding from the GNI YouTube Innovation Fund to strengthen its video production facilities and expertise. Their new format aims to give viewers tools to spot misinformation.
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Meta also funds journalism. In 2017, Meta launched the Facebook Journalism Project (FJP) with the mission of having “meaningful conversations” and “community values sharing and discussing ideas and news.” During the earlier stages, Facebook collaborated with journalists to develop tools that would increase news readership. Later, Facebook launched the FJP to work on three specific areas. First, Facebook collaborates with news organizations to develop news products by sharing resources on local news and business models. Second, Facebook provides e-learning courses on Facebook products, tools, and services for journalists in nine languages. In addition, Facebook provides tools that give access to information that measures social performance and help identify influencers. Third, Facebook provides tools that give the public information that enables them to make smart choices about the news they read. In this vein, Facebook collaborates with third-party organizations that will help readers understand the news, whether or not the content was accessed on the platform.

In 2020, Facebook invested $100M to support the news industry during COVID-19, with a $1M grant program for fact-checkers. Facebook would provide $25 million in emergency grant funding to support the news industry through the COVID-19 Local News Relief Fund Grant Program and the Facebook Local News Accelerator Program. The COVID-19 Local News Relief Fund received more than 2,000 applications for grants ranging from $25,000 – $100,000. Facebook announced that 400 North American local newsrooms received funding to: a) respond to immediate community needs and/or b) offset some revenue shortfalls to help publishers maintain long-term sustainability during COVID-19. Facebook partnered with the Local Media Association and The Lenfest Institute for Journalism (U.S. associations) and the News Media Canada and The Independent News Challenge (Canadian associations) to determine which news organization would receive a grant. The collaboration with third-party news organizations to determine who receives grants is a better model than Facebook determining unilaterally; however, it appears that Facebook maintains control over who is on the board and for how long.

The local News Accelerator Program includes a three-month period of workshops, after which participants from the US and Canada receive relief grants to safeguard their progress and be in a better position for future opportunities. The program totals 1,000 global participants.

Platforms Funding Journalism – Analysis

The risks emerging from platforms subsidizing news organizations outweigh the benefits, unless well-defined regulatory measures are in place to ensure accountability and transparency. Governments around the globe are enacting more robust laws and regulations aimed at new relationship dynamics that emerge in a technological era. The Canadian Online News Act ignited criticism from experts when the government attempted to shift the balance of power between platforms and news publishers. Sue Gardner, an advisor and consultant to start-ups and philanthropic organizations, explains that although Bill C-18 would force platforms to pay news organizations for content that publishers voluntarily place on Facebook, “the real aim of Bill C-18 is a governmental response to the long-standing complaints from news publishers that big internet platforms broke their business model.” Platforms are strongly opposed to governmental intervention in the current business model and strongly resist regulations that threaten the status quo. Tech companies, including Google and Meta, have decided to take matters into their own hands by proposing funding mechanisms that would position themselves as a de-facto infrastructural backbone of the news industry. Platforms have already actively tried to avoid regulatory measures in Europe, and a similar situation arises now in Canada.

Among growing research, Nielsen & Ganter purports that the DNI fund was a “response to specific regional pressures in Europe [...] and attempt to improve relations with publishing partners,” after the French government threatened to impose a new tax that would compensate publishers for media content indexed in the search engine. Soon thereafter, the Google News Initiative was launched in response to the threat of regulatory measures that governments around the globe insisted on imposing. Examples are stronger laws on privacy protections, data transparency, anti-hate speech, anti-competitive activities, consumer protection against price discrimination, and algorithmic transparency. Platform companies are increasing budgets to support funding programs for news organizations, a clear indicator that platforms are further attempting to avoid regulatory measures that impose barriers to maintaining market dominance and profiting schemes.
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According to Nikki Usher, one approach taken by platforms to avoid regulatory measures is through collaborations with political campaigns. She argues that “platforms make profits from deals with third-parties such as brands and politicians who hope personalized targeting will lead to more persuasive messaging.” Usher explains that “money makes politics go ‘round, and these companies have more than enough of it to keep regulations at bay. The feds can threaten to exact concessions from platform companies without ever bringing any specific and documented legal regulations into fruition, thus prompting platform companies to dispense cash to keep politicians on their side.”

Avoiding regulation allows platforms to continue to have free reign in their relationships with news media organizations. This collaboration between politicians and platforms also directly hurts the public’s interest in having a voice in shaping the legal landscape of platforms’ activities. Usher explains that platforms feel forced to provide services to politicians who support the interest of platforms. She warns that “it is hard to tell what kinds of concessions government officials are able to exact from platforms when there are no open, public conversations about the legal repercussions for tech companies’ bad behavior.”

Another approach involves opposing proposed interventions as misguided or unsound policy, often combined with the threat of a withdrawal from that jurisdiction. In a statement before the Standing Committee of Canadian Heritage, Meta expressed its dismay at not being invited to participate in discussions around Bill C-18, discussed earlier in this paper, and said that the Bill misrepresented the relationship between platforms and news publishers. This statement went on to refer to the company’s collaboration with Canadian news providers despite news content not being a revenue driver, and that it may decide to prohibit sharing of news content in Canada in response to the proposed law.

In addition to funding journalism, platforms also provide services and training to newsrooms. The services and resources provided by platforms are an attractive proposition for many journalists and newsrooms, but these resources are often tied to the platform ecosystem, creating greater dependence. Platforms also provide training opportunities for journalists who wish to gain expertise and credentials. In providing training, platforms are in a position to impose “ways of doing” that would push media outlets to behave in a way that would only benefit platforms. Researchers mention that “the vast scope of their wealth and products mean technology platform companies that are funding journalism are simultaneously working with governments, commercial organizations and other stakeholders in ways that might represent a conflict of interest.”
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provide clarity on the ways the platforms decide to allocate funding. The public must decipher a patchwork of relevant information hidden in blog posts and embedded links which often point to a dead-end.131

Countries around the world, like Sweden and Canada, and to some extent the United States, are moving towards providing tax and subsidy incentives for news media organizations. These governmental efforts are a federal attempt to provide financial sustainability options to the suffering news industry. The mechanism of governmental tax and subsidy programs is one option that may be more favorable than other avenues as it promotes democratic principles that platform subsidy programs have not been able to implement in their models. When news organizations accept funding from platform sources, they are increasingly faced with the possibility of endangering their own autonomy. In addition, there are lower risks associated with newsrooms becoming dependent on platform ecosystems that may not always have an incentive to promote the best interests of the news industry.132 That being said, it appears that at this point the future for news sustainability may be better resolved at a government level, as opposed to the platform level, because citizens are more equipped in raising their opinions and concerns, including the demand for more transparency.

III. Conclusion

In conclusion, the current governmental subsidy programs, although insufficient, are important first-steps that draw public attention to the urgency of resolving news sustainability across the globe. Having examined tax credits, digital advertisement taxes, and platform-run programs, there are a number of important takeaways from each. Tax credits subsidies can be an important resource to promote journalism sustainability, although the governments should play no direct role in decisions over who should benefit from these funds. The allocation must be independent of the government in order to maintain a free press and a real democracy.

Digital advertisement taxes also offer another interesting opportunity to promote journalism sustainability by providing direct funding to news organizations for resources, training, and other necessary operational needs. Unfortunately, due to the dependence on digital advertising profits, such programs do little to change the structure of the news ecosystem and to shift the power away from digital platforms and back into the hands of news organizations. Therefore, it is unclear whether these are the strongest subsidy programs for promoting news media sustainability long-term. Finally, platforms funding news media organizations may impose significant consequences for the future of journalism. The lack of transparency may indicate that platforms may have ulterior motives when initiating funding programs, for example, Google launching DNI to avoid regulatory scrutiny in France and Facebook launching FJP to redeem its reputation after being caught for proliferating misinformation and disinformation.

In all, subsidy programs should be government-directed and focused on sustaining local news media to help the news organizations that are struggling the most; to avoid the monopolization of the journalism industry; and to fortify the organizations that are trusted by the public. The future of journalism depends on stronger accountability and transparency to “level the playing field and give the media a fighting chance.”133 In order to maintain democracy, the government needs to implement solutions that encourage journalism sustainability without interfering with the actual content or operations of the news.

131 Personal research demonstrates that when clicking on the links provided on the Google News Initiative Blogs, they do not work.
132 Julia Angwin, Comment at UCLA Institute for Technology, The Information Policy Lab: News Sustainability in a New Era of Tech Regulation (Sept. 2022) (“All money is dirty money, it depends which money journalists should accept.”).
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News media sustainability is a major concern among regulators around the world. From the antitrust perspective, the primary concern is that the market power of digital platforms enables them to claim the lion’s share of digital advertising revenues to the detriment of news publishers. Specifically, regulators have focused on antitrust concerns related to platforms’ data monopoly and lack of transparency, the vertical integration within the ad market and potential conflicts of interest, news media dependence on platforms’ algorithms, and the platforms’ alleged free-riding on publishers’ content. The United States, Europe and India have all considered regulatory interventions or enforcement actions to deal with digital platforms’ dominance in the advertising market.

The first section of this chapter explains how the digital advertising market works and what the relationship is between news outlets and digital platforms. It also addresses the importance of monopolies over personal data in this space. The second section describes the potential antitrust concerns that arise from digital platforms’ dominance over the digital advertising market and personal data, the digital platforms’ vertical integration, and their power over news media. The third section presents a comparative analysis of the responses to these antitrust concerns from regulators and antitrust agencies worldwide. The fourth section provides a set of potential policy recommendations and their trade-offs.

I. How Does the Digital Ad Market Work?

A. Digital Advertising and the News Media

News media functions as a two-sided market: on one side, it seeks to attract readers, and on the other, it seeks to attract advertisers.1 The more readers a newspaper has, the more advertisers will be interested in placing advertisements on that medium.2 Regardless of whether news media decide to pursue increased profitability through reader payments or digital advertising revenues, they will be forced to interact with digital platforms. However, there is sound evidence that the relationship between news publishers and digital platforms is imbalanced in favor of the platforms,3 and that their entrenched market power enables them to gain an unfair share of digital advertising revenue.4 The market shares of Google and Meta in the digital advertising sector satisfy what most regulators consider to be dominant positions. In 2019, Google and Meta accounted for sixty percent of the digital advertising spend in the United States and sixty-three percent of the digital advertising spend in the United Kingdom.5

B. The Relationship Between News Media and Digital Platforms

The relationship between digital platforms and news media in the online advertisement space is primarily vertical in nature. From the publishers’ perspective, digital platforms (including search engines, social networks, and news aggregators) act as important traffic generators for news outlets.6 At the same time, platforms like Google act as crucial intermediaries of open display advertising services, which permit content creators to place ads on their websites.7 Finally, news publishers can also receive a share of the revenues for the display of their content in platforms’ news aggregators, which collect and curate news content through a combination of editorial work and algorithms.8 As a result of these interactions, platforms’ business models have a significant effect on news media sustainability.9

From the platforms’ perspective, they directly and indirectly monetize third-party news content by selling ad space on their own sites or collecting user data that can in turn be used to provide targeted ad services.10 Platforms like Google also provide intermediation services for placing open display advertising on third-party websites.11

In the open display advertising space, news media and other content creators compete to sell advertising inventory using a wide variety of third-party intermediaries and exchanges commonly known as “ad tech products”.12 One particularity of this market is that Google holds a dominant position at every level of the intermediary chain13 by controlling the publisher ad servers (which permit publishers to offer advertising space for sale), advertiser ad networks (bidding tools used by advertisers to buy ad space), and ad exchange servers (which match publishers with advertisers each time an ad space is sold).14
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Finally, some also argue that news media and publishers interact as horizontal competitors for "user attention" and for the supply of display advertising space. Users may decide whether to spend their limited time reading news content from digital platforms or news websites. Similarly, advertisers may choose whether to purchase advertising space on digital platforms or news websites. A direct competition between news publishers and platforms may also be found when the latter act as news curators and even as content generators.

C. The Importance of Data for the Digital Advertising Market

What mainly distinguishes print advertising from online advertising is the relevance of users’ data to the latter. The personal data accumulated by online businesses has become the primary competitive variable in online advertising. This data allows sellers of ad space, including the major platforms, to offer targeted advertising, which is especially valuable to businesses looking to place advertisements.

Digital platforms like Google and Meta know significantly more about their users than anyone else, including news publishers. This depth of user data is something that other competitors generally do not have. The major platforms’ size and scale means they are able to refine their usage of data and target ads more effectively than any other competitor. Google and Meta also have entrenched their data dominance through several high-profile acquisitions and various commercial practices that have left ad competition behind.

This is important because Google and Meta would not maintain their market power on advertising if they did not maintain their dominant position on consumer data. Advertisers will generally prefer Google and Meta for ad placement because they believe that achieves the highest value for their ad spend, and because those platforms host a large and diverse portion of the digital audience.
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In the ad tech supply chain, costs.44 The result may be a decrease in the quality of the services provided by publishers and a rise in their could lead to exploitation, with firms using their market power to impose unfair commercial terms. Reducing news media traffic through changes in platforms’ algorithms or free-riding news content data needed to place targeted advertising on their own webpages.

platforms limit the revenues that media outlets could obtain through advertising and collect the user significant effect on the size of news outlets’ audiences.39 platforms’ algorithms are opaque and unpredictable, and each change to the algorithms can have a This can have unintended consequences on publishers’ traffic and the monetization of news content. In addition, news media’s lack of bargaining power and dependence on platforms enables platforms to free-ride on publishers’ content. Platforms’ publication formats of third-party content and the use of snippets encourage users to stay in the platforms’ ecosystem and reduce incentives for users to access news content on the publishers’ websites.42 This allows platforms to appropriate consumer attention and ad revenues to the detriment of news publishers.43 By free-riding on original content platforms limit the revenues that media outlets could obtain through advertising and collect the user data needed to place targeted advertising on their own webpages. Reducing news media traffic through changes in platforms’ algorithms or free-riding news content could lead to exploitation, with firms using their market power to impose unfair commercial terms. The result may be a decrease in the quality of the services provided by publishers and a rise in their costs.45

C. Media Dependence on Platforms’ Algorithms and Free-Riding on Publishers’ Content

Due to their dependence on platforms, news media are subject to changes to the algorithms platforms use to rank content, especially when they act as aggregators or curators of third-party content. The platforms’ algorithms are opaque and unpredictable, and each change to the algorithms can have a significant effect on the size of news outlets’ audiences.46 Algorithms can also be used to favor platforms or their affiliated parties at the expense of news publishers.47 This has unintended consequences on publishers’ traffic and the monetization of news content.

In addition, news media’s lack of bargaining power and dependence on platforms enables platforms to f...
Thus far, more than 200 newspapers in the US have filed suits against Google and Meta claiming a monopolization over the digital advertising market and citing the lack of revenue sharing owed to local news.52 Regarding the open display advertising market, recently the Department of Justice, along with several state Attorneys General, filed a suit against Google for monopolizing multiple digital advertising tools from the “ad tech stack.” According to the lawsuit, Google has engaged in anticompetitive and exclusionary conduct with the aim of neutralizing or eliminating ad tech competitors through acquisitions, wielded its dominance across digital advertising markets to force more publishers and advertisers to use its products, and thwarted other entities’ ability to use competing products.53

B. European Union

The European Parliament introduced the Digital Markets Act (“DMA”) in 2022 to regulate gatekeeper platforms like Google and Meta.54 The legislation was introduced with the intention of reducing the dominance of large technology platforms within the global information space,55 in addition to existing regulations for online platforms.56

The DMA aims to curb unfair business practices of large platforms by designating them as “gatekeeper” platforms. A company would qualify as a “gatekeeper” if its “core platform service” serves as a gateway for businesses to reach end users, including online search engines, online social networks, and video-sharing platforms, among others. These must be companies with a “significant impact on the internal EU market” and an “entrenched and durable” position.57 The law can help tackle platforms’ power over
total for businesses to reach end users, including online search engines, online social networks, and video-sharing platforms, among others. These must be companies with a “significant impact on the internal EU market” and an “entrenched and durable” position.57 The law can help tackle platforms’ power over

The DMA also provides business users with access to the data generated by their activities on the gatekeepers’ platforms.58 Additionally, the legislation bans gatekeepers from using the data of business users when gatekeepers compete with them on their own platform or ranking the gatekeeper’s own services to offer targeted ads without users’ consent.59

Of importance to the news media, the DMA mandates access to the information necessary for advertisers and publishers to carry out their own independent verification of their advertisements hosted by gatekeepers. It also provides business users with access to the data generated by their activities on the gatekeepers’ platforms.56 These provisions could help address big platforms’ monopoly over consumer data in the ad space, as well as ensure more competitive behavior from platforms when interacting with content providers in horizontal terms.

1. France

The French competition authority ordered Google to negotiate with snippet publishers whose content was being used on its platforms (i.e., Google News or the Google search engine)60. Google had responded to revised copyright rules by only displaying URLs instead of snippets, thereby avoiding the need to offer payments. The tactic was not successful for long, as the French competition authority found that it constituted an abuse of Google’s dominant market position. Ultimately, the French authority accepted legally binding commitments from Google to pay local media organizations when it utilizes content not created by them in online search results, along with a requirement to share information that would help decide whether the proposed remuneration is fair.61

2. United Kingdom

The Competition & Markets Authority (CMA) in the United Kingdom (UK) has recommended the adoption of an enforceable code of conduct that would require platforms with “strategic market status” funded by digital advertising to “act in a way that ensures that consumers and businesses dealing with them are fairly treated and vigorous competition can take place.”62 The CMA further noted that this code would address concerns on “transparency over fees and ranking algorithms, access to user data, restrictions on publishers’ ability to monetise their content and forewarning of significant changes to algorithms.”63 The CMA also called for the establishment of a Digital Market Unit (DMU) with the power to suspend, block, and reverse decisions of the platforms and to achieve compliance with the code.64 In July 2021, the UK government set out proposals for a new pro-competition regime that included asking the DMU and the UK communication regulator (Ofcom) to work on such a code.65

C. India

The Indian government is working on a law aimed at protecting Indian media in their dealings with online platforms. Government officials have stated that monetization of data must occur in a manner that benefits Indians and revenue sharing with news media seems to be one route for that.66 Due to an antitrust complaint filed before the Competition Commission of India,67 the agency opened an investigation against Google for abusing its dominance in news aggregation.68 Prior to this investigation,
V. Policy Recommendations

A. How and Why Antitrust Solutions Can Support News Media Sustainability

Because data monopolization, vertical integration, and exploitation are inherently competition problems, antitrust solutions may be well suited to directly solve these issues in the digital advertising market. For instance, antitrust solutions aimed at the acquisition and exclusive use of large sets of data by large technology platforms could directly address the biggest competitive advantage that these platforms have over news media and original content creators. 75

Tackling platforms’ monopoly on data related to viewership of content and advertisements could prevent them from imposing artificially high prices on digital ads and claiming the lion’s share of the revenue. 76 Therefore, antitrust requirements mandating that platforms change the way that they handle data and their advertising businesses may be effective in preventing platforms from taking advantage of their dominance over user data to unfairly compete against other businesses, including news media. These solutions may involve requiring platforms to share data with content creators, preventing them from using nonpublic data from other businesses, and requiring prior consent of third parties before using data collected by third party services, among others. 77

B. Qualities for a Successful Antitrust Response

One quality of potential antitrust solutions that may be important to their success is the need to target the few large technology platforms that have attained dominance over data and advertising markets, without harming news media, original content creators, consumers, or potential competitors. 78 Laws that do not distinguish dominant platforms from other entities (such as potential entrant platforms or content creators that also use their consumers’ data to provide ad services) could harm the very people and businesses that they are intended to protect. 79 This failure could also allow platforms to actually increase their dominance by eliminating potential rivals, thus exacerbating the problem.

Antitrust solutions may be most effective when paired with new privacy laws. 80 Advertising markets have a surveillance problem, which is closely related to its competition problem. 81 Platforms have vast repositories of personal information currently sitting on their balance sheets as assets to be monetized. 82 Prohibiting data-processing without consent would strand those assets. 83 New privacy laws, when paired with appropriate antitrust laws and regulation, can therefore weaken the platforms’ data-based monopolies on digital advertising. From an antitrust perspective, regulatory agencies could mandate third-party access to data, separate and silo data as needed to increase competition, and increase consumer control over data. 84

Antitrust solutions in this space must also be able to adjust to new anticompetitive practices that may occur in the future. 85 To do this, they need to establish sufficient flexibility in enforcement mechanisms and effective penalties that will apply to novel anticompetitive practices that may arise in the future. 86

C. Policy Recommendations and Tradeoffs

While successful antitrust legislation and regulation will likely include various combinations of these recommendations, they each express a key solution to the anticompetitive concerns raised above. At the same time, each response may generate unintended consequences that should be addressed.

1. Establish enforceable codes of conduct

One potential policy response is to create enforceable codes of conduct. Similar to the Australian regulations described above, and discussed in more detail in the chapter on copyright, licensing and collective bargaining, codes of conduct could enable eligible news publishers to bargain individually or collectively with digital platforms over obtaining a greater share of the revenues from the use of their content on platforms’ services. Although “fair remuneration” requirements would not resolve structural concerns in the ad market, they could address digital platforms’ alleged exploitative conduct described in section II of this chapter, by reducing the bargaining imbalance with specific regard to news media. 87

Codes of conduct could also be useful tools to establish transparency requirements on advertisement value, settle content providers’ access to user data, and mandate notifications for changes in platforms’ algorithms. One example of this is the code of conduct recommended by the CMA in the UK, which could include requirements on transparency over fees and ranking algorithms, access to user data and restrictions on publishers’ ability to monetize their content. 88 In this same line of reasoning, some have argued that codes of conduct should go further than just establishing economic terms, and also include “a description of what types of user data the platforms will share with publishers and what efforts platforms are taking to distribute meaningful and relevant journalism within their ecosystems.” 89
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noted by the CMA, these codes of conduct are aimed at protecting competition rather than tackling the underlying causes of market power.\textsuperscript{86}

While codes of conduct could face retaliation from large platforms, as happened with Google and Meta in Australia, mechanisms to avoid such retaliation could be established. In Australia, the code establishes arbitration and mediation processes in case of failed negotiations, and transparency and oversight requirements to avoid potential retaliation. Another way to avoid retaliation is to establish specialized agencies in charge of overseeing compliance with the code of conduct. The CMA recommendation of empowering the DMU is one example of this potential solution.

2. Establish antitrust safe harbors

Another initiative to be considered by regulators is to encourage news media to collectively bargain with digital platforms through antitrust safe harbors in order to rebalance their bargaining power. This is the type of intervention envisioned by the Journalism Competition and Preservation Act in the U.S. While this is a popular solution advocated for by some in the news media industry, others have argued against this type of exemption, especially if the concerns with regard to the commercial relationship with digital platforms revolve around competition policy.\textsuperscript{87} Another concern to be considered is the scope of this potential exemption, as regulators would need to determine whether it should be limited to small publishers. In that case, some criteria for a size threshold would need to be determined.\textsuperscript{88}

There have also been concerns that this kind of exemption would be inappropriate given the broader problems with concentration in the news market, which themselves have been faulted for the shutdown of news outlets and layoffs of journalists.\textsuperscript{89}

3. Establish data-related interoperability obligations for digital platforms

Imposing data-related interoperability obligations on large digital platforms may help to remedy the asymmetry of bargaining power that is caused by the platforms’ access to far more user data than publishers.\textsuperscript{90} Specifically, regulators could mandate that platforms share the data that they acquired through the publication of third-party content on their own services. Additionally, data separation or data silos could be used by public authorities to limit platforms’ ability to combine publishers’ data for ad arbitrage.\textsuperscript{91}

Data-based solutions could also be useful if applied to the open display advertising market. For example, the CMA has recommended that data on fees charged by ad tech intermediaries be provided to contracted parties. It has also encouraged a move to a more widespread publication of data on average fee or take rates in this space.\textsuperscript{92} An investigation by the French competition authority against Google in 2021 found that Google’s publisher ad server tools favored its own auction platforms, and that Google’s auction platforms favored its own publisher ad servers. To end the investigation, Google proposed commitments to ensure interoperability of other auction platforms with its ad servers and to allow other ad servers to access information on real-time demand.\textsuperscript{93} To prevent platforms like Google from engaging in practices to promote its own advertising intermediation tools, a likely solution is mandating interoperability of other auction platforms with large platforms’ ad servers to access information on real-time demand.\textsuperscript{94} Though the French agency mandated this solution after investigating Google, this could be most effective as a solution if it is imposed on all large technology platforms.

Data-based interoperability solutions may introduce privacy concerns, as it would force platforms to disclose more user information. These challenges would need to be addressed, or at least mitigated as far as possible. However, it is worth noting that some of these proposals have already been included in the DMA in Europe. Among other things, this legislation allows the platforms’ business users to access the data that the end users engaging with the products or services of those business users generated in the gatekeeper’s platform. It also mandates platforms to provide publishers to which they supply online advertising services data about the remuneration and the fees paid by the publishers and the price paid by advertisers for the ads displayed on the publishers’ inventory. This data also includes the metrics on which these prices and remunerations are calculated by gatekeepers.\textsuperscript{95}

4. Structural reforms and breaking platforms’ vertical integration

A more aggressive antitrust response would involve separating large platforms’ businesses. The Subcommittee on Antitrust, Commercial and Administrative Law of the U.S. House of Representatives has recommended structural separations and line of business restrictions to deal with the market power of technology platforms across the digital markets in which they participate. Structural separations prohibit a dominant intermediary from operating in markets that place the intermediary in competition with the firms dependent on its infrastructure. Line of business restrictions, meanwhile, generally limit the markets in which a dominant firm can engage.\textsuperscript{96}

A similar approach could be used to tackle platforms’ dominance in the ad market and their control over data. Regulators could mandate separating digital platforms’ core business from their ad businesses\textsuperscript{97} or restricting platforms’ lines of businesses within the open display ad market. There seems to be some consensus over separating Google’s businesses across the open display ad market.\textsuperscript{98} As Google simultaneously controls publisher ad servers, ad exchange tools and advertisers’ ad networks, it creates a conflict of interest. To resolve the monopolization of Google in this market, the Department of Justice is asking for this type of solution in the lawsuit it recently filed with several state attorneys. Specifically, the agency is asking for a divestiture of Google’s publisher ad server and ad exchange tool.

Compared to other solutions, these types of remedies interfere to a greater extent in the platforms’ property rights.\textsuperscript{99} It is also not clear whether more structural remedies aiming at breaking platforms’
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dominance over data and the ad market could effectively generate greater remuneration for news media. For example, one potential outcome of bringing more competition in the ad market could be a decrease in ad cost.99 This may be good news for advertisers, but while such an increase in competition may increase news media revenue in the short term, over time, if the ad prices fall significantly, news media could end up with lower ad revenues than they currently have, despite having a greater proportion of the total revenues.

Conclusion

Overall, policy responses to promote news media sustainability by encouraging a more competitive ad market have both benefits and downfalls. While codes of conduct may help address these issues more rapidly,100 they lack the ability to tackle the more structural concerns related to big platforms’ market power. The same can be said for antitrust safe harbors for news media bargaining organizations. Data-based solutions may have the ability to address the concerns related to platforms’ monopoly on data and news media’ lack of data more directly. However, they can also raise privacy concerns. Structural approaches to the problem, such as dismantling platforms’ data monopoly and breaking vertical integration within the ad market are the most aggressive options. While they are the only responses that tackle the problem at its source, it is unclear whether they would help to resolve the sustainability challenges currently facing news media. By making the digital advertising market more competitive, they could help lower the prices for advertisements, which may ultimately mean less revenue for everyone.

The bottom line is that antitrust solutions are most effective when combined with complementary interventions, such as schemes to provide public funds to news organizations or impose transparency requirements on online platforms.101 While lawmakers debate the trade-offs of this set of policy proposals, antitrust agencies should remain vigilant in detecting abusive behavior by digital platforms over news media in the digital advertising space and applying their existing tools. As the recent lawsuit filed by the DOJ and state attorneys general against Google illustrates, the existing enforcement powers of antitrust agencies provide the flexibility needed to evaluate anticompetitive conduct on a case-by-case basis102 and should not be set aside.
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